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Copies of five recent papers on stereology, by the P.I., are 
enclosed (these papers are extensively referred to in the project 
description) . 
PROJECT SUMMARY 
The objective of this research is to develop general and 
practical stereological techniques for the geometric 
characterization of the fracture surfaces and the microstructural 
features in three dimensional space. The proposed research is 
based on the solid foundation developed in the areas of theoretical 
stereo logy, computer simulations, and experimental measurement 
techniques during the research work on the present NSF sponsored 
project "Quantitative Analysis of Fracture Surfaces Using 
stereological Methods 11 at Georgia Tech. The following research 
efforts are proposed for the next three years. 
(1) Development of the stereological techniques for the estimation 
of the spatial distribution of the microstructural features (for 
example, inclusions, voids, etc.) in three-dimensional 
microstructure and in the fracture surfaces, from the measurements 
performed on the plane sections. 
( 2) Development of efficient stereological procedures for the 
quantification of anisotropy of fracture surfaces and 
microstructural features, from the measurements performed on the 
plane sections. It is also proposed to devote a part of the effort 
for the development of design based stereological procedures for 
reliable estimation of the global microstructural properties of 
anisotropic microstructures from the measurements performed on a 
few sectioning planes or projected images. 
( 3) Quantification of the fractal characteristics and surface 
roughness behavior of the fracture surfaces in three dimensional 
space from the measurements performed on the fracture profiles, 
without any assumptions whatsoever. 
(4) Experimental measurements of the stereological attributes in 
the microstructures and fracture surfaces of 4340 steel, metal 
matrix composite having continuous unidirectional fibers of Al203 
in Al-Li matrix, and creep test specimens of copper, to demonstrate 
the practical applications of the new stereological procedures. 
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RESULTS FROM PRIOR NSF SUPPORT 
Title: Quantitative Analysis of Fracture surfaces Using 
Stereological Methods 
Grant Number: DMR-8504167 
Funding Period: 8/15/85 to 7/31/90 
Amount of support: $332,300 
P.I.: A.M. Gokhale (from July, 1989) 
The basic objective of this research is to develop general and 
efficient stereological procedures for the geometric quantification 
of fracture surfaces and microstructural features. such rigorous 
quantification can provide important input concerning the role of 
microstructure in the deformation and fracture processes, evolution 
of microstructural damage, interpretation of fracture toughness and 
fatigue crack growth data, etc. The techniques are equally 
applicable to biological structures. The stereological techniques 
are also useful for the characterization of microstructural 
evolution during solid state transformations and materials 
processing. 
This project is vital for the development of quantitative 
fractography and stereology; Georgia Tech has received significant 
recognition in these areas, particularly due to the results from 
this project. Significant new results have emerged during the past 
two years, and there is an excellent potential for fruitful 
developments in the future. The progress during the last two years 
is discussed briefly; the earlier results are reported in a number 
of publications (the list is enclosed). 
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(I) Geometric Quantification of Fracture Surfaces: Vertical 
section profilometry and digital image analysis techniques have 
been established for the quantification of the fracture profiles; 
the feasibility of these methods has been demonstrated via 
extensive experimental measurements. These results are given in 
a chapter in ASM Handbook (1987, 9th ed., vol. 12) and a number of 
other publications. 
Recently, we have developed a geometrically general, 
statistically exact, unambiguous, and assumption-free stereological 
relationship for the estimation of fracture surface roughness 
parameter R
5 
from the measurements of profile roughness parameter 
RL and the angular orientation distribution function of the line 
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5 
is precisely equal to the expected value of the product RL~ in 
the vertical sections. Equation (1) is a fundamental relationship; 
it is equally applicable to anisotropic fracture surfaces, where 
RL may vary with the vertical sectioning plane orientation (see 
Figure 1) • Using computer simulations and design based 
statistical sampling techniques we have shown that the measurements 
on at the most three vertical sections (mutually at 12 0 o) are 
sufficient for a reliable estimate of the roughness of any fracture 
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surface (using equation ( 1) ) . These results are recently 
reported in two paper in press at Metall. Trans. (papers (3) and 
(4); copies are enclosed). It is proposed to utilize these results 
to investigate the following. 
(a) We now have a unique opportunity to rigorously investigate the 
fractal behavior of real 'surfaces' in three-dimensional space, 
by measuring RL and 1/J as a function of the ruler length: 
estimation of Rs (using equation (1)) as a function of ruler 
length should provide the necessary fractal data without 
involving any assumptions. Note that most of the earlier 
experimental investigations of fractal behavior were concerned 
only with 'lines'in a plane. 
(b) Equation (1) is equally applicable to a set of discontinuous 
identifiable segments of fracture surface. Thus, a host of 
'local' and 1 semi -global ' roughness parameters can be defined, 
and they can be estimated from the corresponding measurements 
on the fracture profiles without involving any assumptions 
whatsoever. These parameters may provide new quantitative 
information on the operative fracture micromechanisms. 
(c) Assumption-free estimation of surface roughness will be 
utilized to develop experimental correlations with toughness, 
and finally with the fracture toughness. 
We have also developed an approximate but simple parametric 
equation for calculation of R
5 
of isotropic fracture surface from 
the measurement of only RL on a single vertical section (paper no. 
1). The procedure is useful for quick estimation of Rs for the 
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quantitative analysis of the SEM images. In another contribution, 
we systematically investigated the criteria for the selection of 
optimum resolution for quantification of the fracture profiles 
(paper no. 2). The P.I. has recently developed a stereological 
equation which relates the orientation distribution function (ODF) 
of the surface elements on fracture surface, and the angular 
orientation distribution function of the line elements on the 
fracture profile (PDF) ; the two distributions are related through 
an integral equation. This development generalizes the results of 
Scriven and Williams for equiaxed, monosize, planar grain boundary 
facets having rotationally symmetric anisotropy; no such 
assumptions are involved in our equation. We propose to continue 
this work to develop a practical and efficient procedure for the 
estimation of fracture surface anisotropy; analytical theoretical 
work as well as computer simulations will be utilized for this 
purpose. We propose to correlate the ODF of the fracture surface 
to the anisotropy of bulk microstructure; such correlations should 
be useful for understanding the effect of microstructural 
anisotropy on the fracture behavior. 
(II) Development of Design Based Stereo logy: 
experimental estimation of microstructural 
Assumption-free 
properties of 
anisotropic microstructures has been quite troublesome: too many 
measurements on too many sectioning planes are necessary to obtain 
reliable and unbiased estimates of the microstructural attributes. 
However, design based stereology is developing rapidly: the test 
probe shape (for example, cycloid shape test lines), orientation, 
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and sectioning plane (or foil) orientations are chosen by 
statistical design such that limited measurements performed on a 
few sectioning planes lead to representative isotropic sampling of 
the structure which then yields reliable and unbiased estimates of 
microstructural attributes, without any assumptions whatsoever. 
The P. I. has contributed significantly to these developments; 
copies of three recent contributions sent to Journal of Microscopy 
(paper no. 5,7,8) are enclosed. The main results are as follows: 
( 1) Internal surface area of any anisotropic features can be 
estimated from the design based measurements performed on just 
three specific sectioning planes (paper no. 7). 
(2) Total length of anisotropic lineal features can be efficiently 
estimated from the design based intercept counts on the 
projected images (paper no. 5) . 
(3) Microstructural anisotropy can be efficiently quantified via 
intercept counts using specific design based test line shapes 
(paper no. 8). 
We propose to continue our research efforts in this area via 
analytical theoretical work and computer simulations. 
(III) Experimental Work: Our recent experimental measurements are 
on metal matrix composite (MMC) consisting of unidirectional 
continuous Al2o3 fibers in Al-Li alloy matrix. We have studied 
fatigue, and tensile fracture surfaces as a function of fiber 
orientation with respect to the stress axis, and in specimens 
having different fiber volume fractions. The profilometric 
measurements involved global profile roughness parameter RL, 
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separate profile roughness of fibers and matrix, R~ and R~, and 
angular orientation distribution of profile line elements of fibers 
and matrix. The SEM fractographic measurements involved true area 
fraction and number densities of the processing defects such as 
voids, oxide inclusions, overgrown fibers, and broken fibers. The 
stereological measurements were performed on plane sections through 
bulk material to estimate the volume fractions of different 
processing defects and their number densities. Further, nearest 
neighbor distance distribution of fiber section centers on a plane 
section perpendicular to fibers was measured from digitized 
centroid coordinates: the radial distribution function of these 
fiber section centers was also calculated from the centroid 
coordinates data. 
Monte Carlo simulations of the spatial distribution of fiber 
sections was carried out with nonoverlaping circles constraint. 
We have developed software to generate vertical sections of 
anisotropic ruled surfaces at different orientations. The profile 
· roughness and profile element angular orientation distribution can 
be calculated for any vertical section orientation. Computer 
simulation sectioning of anisotropic internal boundaries in 
microstructure by vertical sectioning planes is also carried out. 
The nearest neighbor distance distribution of fiber section 
centers and Monte Carlo simulations have led to objective measures 
of clustering/ordering tendency of fibers in MMC. The data should 
be useful for developing stochastic models of deformation and 
fracture processes in MMC. Computer simulations of sectioning of 
9 
fracture surfaces and anisotropic internal boundaries in 
microstructure have resulted in very efficient stereological 
sampling procedures (paper no. 2,7). Quantitative measurements of 
area fractions and number densities of processing defects in the 
fracture surface and their values on a sectioning plane through 
the microstructure have led to important information concerning the 
role of processing defects in the deformation and fracture of MMC 
(see paper no. 9). 
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The end point of deformation and fracture processes is the 
generation of fracture surface. The local and global geometry of 
fracture surface and its microstructural features are dictated by 
the material chemistry, bulk microstructure, and the processes that 
lead to fracture. The materials science literature abounds with 
a number of contributions where the observations on the fracture 
surfaces are related to the processes responsible for fracture< 1• 10). 
With the developments of quantitative theories and models for the 
fracture processes which incorporate microstructural and 
fractographic parameters< 11 - 25 >, it is important to develop rigorous 
quantitative techniques for the characterization of fracture 
surface geometry and the geometry of bulk microstructure. In this 
way, the predictive capabili~ies of the theories can be fully 
exploited, and the objective experimental quantitative correlations 
between the microstructure and the fracture behavior can be 
developed. The basic objective of the proposed research is to 
develop the required general stereological procedures which are 
statistically exact, unambiguous, unbiased, and efficient. There 
has been a significant progress in stereology<26•46> during the past 
five years or so; the Georgia Tech group has contributed 
significantly to these developments, particularly because of the 
results that have emerged from this project work. A solid 
foundation has been developed in the areas of analytical 
theoretical concepts, <32-34 •38 •39•41 > computer simulations, <33 •42 ) and the 
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experimental techniques, <35 ' 36 , 46 > due to the work done in this 
project, which provides the necessary frame work for the proposed 
research. 
During the next three years, we propose to direct our research 
efforts in the following areas. 
{1) 3D Nearest Neighbor Distributions: Development of 
stereological procedures for the estimation of the nearest neighbor 
distance distribution of the features in the three dimensional 
microstructure from the measurements performed on the plane 
sections or projected images needs significant attention. We 
propose to develop a general procedure applicable to features of 
any size or size distributions, and for any locational distribution 
(not necessarily random). The related statistics background does 
exist for such development<44 ' 52>. However, considerable amount of 
analytical theoretical work, computer simulations and experimental 
measurements are necessary,and we propose to put our efforts in 
this direction. The nearest neighbor distance distribution and 
average nearest neighbor distance are very important parameters in 
dimpled fracture by microvoid coalescence<11 , 21 , 22> creep fracture by 
intergranular cavi tation< 19- 20>, effect of inclusions on fracture 
process'13>, etc. These parameters are also important in the 
theories of particle coarsening'47-49>, and microstructural evolution 
during recrystallization, where the nucleation sites are inclusions 
or second-phase particles<SO>, etc. It is important to emphasize 
that at present such stereological procedures are not available, 
either for microstructural features on fracture surface or in 
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three-dimensional structures, except for the case of randomly 
distributed point particles<52). 
(2) Anisotropy: Development of efficient general stereological 
techniques for the measurement of anisotropy of fracture surfaces 
(angular orientation distribution function of the surface elements) 
from the measurements performed on the fracture profiles require 
lot of attention. This topic is of prime importance, especially 
for composite materials. We have already made a beginning in this 
direction. However, significant additional work is necessary; the 
details are given in the next section. Development of design based 
stereological procedures for efficient estimation of 
microstructural and fractographic properties from limited 
measurements performed on a few sectioning planes need more 
attention. We have made significant contributions to these 
developments recently<32- 34> (copies of three papers are enclosed) • 
We propose to continue analytical theoretical work, computer 
simulations, and experimental measurements for further development 
of this important area. A part of our efforts would be to develop 
the computer software, so that the design based measurements can 
be performed automatically by our recently acquired Zeiss VIDAS 
image analysis system. 
( 3) Surface Roughness and Fractals: A general method for 
measurement of surface area of any nonplanar surface is now 
available<41 ' 42> (copies of appropriate papers are enclosed) . This 
is a major development in the field. We propose to define a number 
of 'local' and •semiglobal' roughness parameters and estimate these 
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parameters experimentally from the corresponding measurements on 
the fracture profiles. These measurements should provide 
addi tiona! information on the fracture micromechanisms. our 
general relationship for measurement of fracture surface 
roughness<41 -42> provides us a unique opportunity to study the fractal 
behavior of nonplanar fracture 'surfaces • in three-dimensional 
space, from the measurements performed on the vertical section 
fracture profiles, without any assumptions whatsoever. We propose 
to carry out the required experimental measurements to examine this 
fractal behavior. The experimental work will be complemented by 
computer simulations of the fractal behavior. Note that most of 
the previous investigations were on profiles or 1 lines• in a plane. 
The fractal characteristics of fracture profiles have been utilized 
to detect temper embrittlement'53>, and correlations with fracture 
toughness<54>, and with crack propagation rate<SS> are claimed. The 
true fractal characteristics of fracture •surfaces' are expected 
to be even more useful, as the sectioning bias is eliminated. From 
an abstract point of view, these data should be of importance in 
the development of the fractal geometry of •surfaces' in three-
dimensional space. 
(4) Experimental Work: While the above proposed research topics 
will involve extensive experimental measurements, our major thrust 
is on the development of stereological techniques rather than 
generation of mechanical and fracture properties data. With this 
consideration, we propose to carry out experimental work on the 
fracture surfaces of tensile, impact, and fracture toughness 
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conditions samples of 4340 steel with different microstructures and 
initial deformation. It is proposed to continue our work on 
unidirectional continuous A120 3 fibers (Al-Li) alloy matrix 
composites. We will investigate the effects of initial damage 
(introduced by high and/or low temperature thermal cycling) <7Z,?3> on 
the mechanical and fracture behavior of this composite, and the 
evolution of damage during tensile tests. We have already 
initiated the fabrication of the set up for thermal cycling. We 
also propose to study the evolution of intergranular creep cavities 
during high temperature creep in copper, with the major emphasis 
on the quantification of the nearest neighbor distance distribution 
of the cavities on the grain boundaries. This input should 
extremely useful for modelling the microstructural evolution of 
cavi tiesc2o>. 
The above discussion gives the brief account of the proposed 
research, its relation to our previous work, and its relevance to 
the modern research efforts in areas of mechanical and fracture 
behavior of materials, microstructural evolution during solid state 
transformation and materials processing, etc. our research efforts 
are also expected to provide useful input in other sciences as 
well. Freeze fracture surfaces are often utilized to study 
biological structures<56>; our results on nonplanar fracture surfaces 
are equally applicable to such surfaces. The stereo logical 
techniques are 
pathology<S7>, 
also utilized for research in the areas of 
anatomy'58>, neuroscience<59>, histopathology<60>, 
botany<61 >, geology<62 >, petrography<63>, characterization of 
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concretes<~), etc. Thus, stereology research is relevant to many 
disciplines across the board where internal microscopic structure 
is of interest; our general results will be of relevance in such 
disciplines. 
(2) PROPOSED RESEARCH: 
The basic objective of the proposed research is the 
development of general procedures for the geometric quantification 
of the fracture surfaces and microstructures using stereological 
principles. The different aspects of the research are interlinked; 
the basic components are analytical theoretical work, computer 
simulations and calculations, specialized software development for 
digital image analysis, experimental measurements, and correlations 
of the measured attributes with the deformation and fracture 
process descriptors, to demonstrate the utility of the new 
stereological procedures. 
There has been significant progress in stereology during last 
five years. The general stereological equations are now available 
for unbiased estimation of the number of particles (features) per 
unit volume using the 'disector• and related test probes<U,~). The 
first, second and third moments of the volume distribution of 
particles of arbitrary shapes (V, :;z, and ~) are accessible via 
plane section measurements or limited serial sectioningc31 ). The 
global properties such as volume fraction, total surface area, 
integral mean curvature, etc. can be, estimated of course, from the 
measurements on random plane sectionscro,n>. However, little 
attention has been given to the following aspects of the 
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microstructure characterization; these attributes are of 
significant importance in the deformation and fracture behavior of 
materials, and microstructural evolution processes. 
( i) spatial distribution of microstructural features in 
three-dimensional microstructure, in terms of nearest neighbor 
distance distributions. 
(ii) Stereology of anisotropic microstructures, particularly, 
the development of efficient procedures for the quantification of 
anisotropy and global properties from the limited number of 
measurements performed on a few sectioning planes. 
There have been significant advances which concern the 
stereology of fracture surfaces. A major development<41 ' 42>, which 
has emerged from the research efforts in this project, concerns 
assumption-free estimation of fracture surface roughness from the 
measurements performed on the vertical section fracture profiles. 
This progress provides the necessary vital input for the following: 
(i) Fractal analysis of nonplanar, rough fracture surfaces 
in three-dimensional space from the measurements performed on just 
three vertical section fracture profiles. 
( ii) Development of the stereological procedures for the 
estimation of the 'local' and 'semiglobal' roughness parameters, 
without any assumptions; such parameters should provide information 
on fracture micromechanisms. 
(iii) Development of objective and unbiased quantitative 
correlations of surface roughness with the fracture process 
parameters such as toughness and fracture toughness. Assumption-
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free estimation of surface roughness will ensure that the observed 
correlations are real, and that real correlations are observed. 
Development of stereological procedures for the estimation of 
the following attributes of the fracture surfaces need significant 
attention: 
(i) Angular orientation distribution of the anisotropic 
fracture surfaces, and 
(ii) Spatial distribution of the microstructural features in 
the fracture surfaces. 
Taking the above considerations into account, it is proposed 
to focus our research efforts on the following topics: 
(1) Estimation of nearest neighbor distance distributions in 
three-dimensional microstructures and fracture surfaces. 
(2) Efficient procedures for stereological characterization 
of anisotropy of fracture surfaces and microstructures, and for the 
estimation of the global properties of the anisotropic 
microstructures. 
(3) Surface roughness and fractal behavior of nonplanar 
fracture surfaces. 
(4) Experimental work to demonstrate the feasibility and 
applications of the new stereological techniques. 
The following subsections describe the proposed research on 
the above topics and the proposed experimental research program. 
(2.1) 3D Nearest Neighbor Distributions: Consider an ensemble of 
particles in a three-dimensional microstructure. It is desired to 
measure average or expected distribution of the center to center 
nearest neighbor distances between these particles, G(x). Thus, 
G(x)dx is the average probability that there is no other particle 
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center in a sphere of radius x drawn around the center of an 
arbitrary particle and there is at least one particle center in a 
spherical shell of radii x and (x + dx). Recently, the P~I. has 
shown that the nearest neighbor distribution function G (x) is 
related to the radial distribution function of the particle centers 
in three dimensional space ¢v (x) as follows. 
( 3) 
where, Nv is the average number of particle centers per unit volume. 
For randomly distributed point particles (zero size) equation (3) 
reduces to the classical result given by Chandrasekhar<51 >, because 
-
for this special case ¢v(x) is equal to one. However, equation (3) 
is also applicable to the finite size particles of any arbitrary 
size distribution, and not necessarily random locations. The 
-
average nearest neighbor distance x is simply given by; 




The radial distribution function ¢v(x) in three dimensional space 
is related to the measurable radial distribution function of the 
particle section centers in a random two dimensional sectioning 
plane through microstructure ¢A (x), as follows<44 , 52>. 
~ 
1 
'4>A (x) = 
1 I 'Y (u) ¢v [ (x2 + u2)2] du 4 (R) 2 . . . 0 (5) 
where, 
')I(U) = 2 I a) [ 1 _ F { lu ~vi } ] 
0 
[1 - F{u + v}] dv 2 (6) 
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R is the average particle size, and F is the cumulative frequency 
function of the particle sizes. Note that equation (5) is 
applicable to the spherical particles of any arbitrary size 
distribution, and volume fraction; the locations of the particle 
centers need not be random. According to Hanish, Konig and 
Stoyan <44 >, equation (5) is an excellent approximation for 
nonspherical but equiaxed particles. The radial distribution 
function of the particle section centers in the metallographic 
plane of polish, ¢A(x), can be experimentally measured; we have 
developed the software to extract ¢A(x) from the digital image 
analysis data. Figure - 2 shows the experimentally measured ¢A(x) 
for the fiber section centers in a metal matrix composite 
containing unidirectional continuous Al203 fibers in Al-Li alloy 
matrix. Thus, equations (3) to (6) provide the necessary frame 
work for the estimation of the average nearest neighbor distance 
distribution and the average nearest neighbor distance between the 
particles (voids, inclusions, etc.) in three dimensional 
microstructure from the measurements performed on the 
metallographic sections. It is proposed to utilize this background 
for the following 
(i) Development of efficient computer code to obtain 
-numerical solution to equation (5) so that ¢v(x) can be calculated 
from measured tA(x). 
(ii) Verification of the accuracy of the numerical solution 
by computer simulations. 
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(iii) Experimental measurements of the nearest neighbor 
distribution of inclusions in 4340 steel specimens. 
(iv) Modification of equations (3) to (6) for the estimation 
of nearest neighbor distribution of intergranular creep cavities 
on the grain boundary facets. This is possible because the 
statistics of sectioning of spheres in three dimensional 
microstructure by a sectioning plane, and circles (areas of grain 
boundary occupied by cavities) in a plane (grain boundary facets) 
by straight 1 ines are very similar<74>. Thus, equations ( 3) to ( 6) 
can be modified. One can observe the cavity sections on the grain 
boundary traces (which can be regarded as test lines on the grain 
boundary facets) in a metallographic sectioning plane, and the 
'linear• radial distribution of the cavity sections along the grain 
boundary traces can be experimentally measured. These input data 
can be utilized to estimate the nearest neighbor distribution of 
the cavities on the grain boundary facets. We propose to carry out 
these measurements on interrupted creep test samples of copper. 
(v) It is proposed to utilize equations (3) to (6), and their 
appropriate modifications to experimentally measure the nearest 
neighbor distance distribution of inclusions near the fracture 
surfaces of tensile, impact, and fracture toughness test specimens 
of 4340 steel specimens. 
(vi) It is proposed to extend the concepts contained in 
equations (3) to (6) to develop the stereological procedures to 
quantify the spatial distribution of surface elements and lineal 
features in microstructures; some theoretical results for the 
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lineal features are available in the literature<">. 
[2.2] Anisotropy: The basic input data required for the 
quantitative estimation of the anisotropy of the internal 
boundaries in three microstructure consist of the measurements of 
the number of intersections of straight test lines with the 
internal boundaries in three dimensional microstructure, as a 
function of test line orientation in three dimensional space. Let 
IL (8,~) be the average number of intersections of a straight test 
line of unit length having orientation (O,~) (see Figure- 3) with 
the internal boundaries of interest. Hilliard'65 > has given a 
general procedure for the estimation of the angular orientation 
distribution function (ODF) of the internal boundaries from the 
experimentally measured IL (8,~). In practice, it is necessary 
perform the intersection counts on straight test lines of different 
orientations (typically, eighteen equally spaced orientations in 
the range o· to 1so•, with respect to a reference direction) in a 
sectioning plane of known orientation; the measurements are then 
repeated on different sectioning planes of different known angular 
orientations. Translated in simple terms, this implies 
measurements on too many straight test lines of different 
orientations. This is perhaps the reason for very small number of 
assumption free experimental measurements of anisotropy, although 
the required stereological relationships are available for more 
than twenty years<65>. 
It is thus of interest to devise the sampling procedure such 
that the intersection counts on few test lines of specific shapes 
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(not straight test lines) yield the required information, IL (B,¢). 
In a recent contribution<34> (a copy is enclosed) , the P. I. has shown 
that this is indeed possible: intersection counts pertaining to 
few test lines of specific shapes, yield the necessary information 
on the variation of intersection counts of straight test lines as 
a function of orientation in the sectioning plane. It is shown 
that intersection counts of test lines of specific shapes directly 
yield the coefficients of the Fourier series which describes 
variation of intersection counts of straight test line as a 
function of orientation. As few terms of the Fourier series are 
usually sufficient, the intersection counts on few design based 
test lines can yield the required information in a very efficient 
manner. It is proposed to continue this work and focus our efforts 
in the following areas. 
( i) Direct estimation .. of the coefficients of spherical 
harmonics of the orientation distribution function of the internal 
boundaries in three dimensional microstructure from the 
intersection counts pertaining to few design based test lines on 
few sectioning planes. We propose to analyze this problem via 
analytical theoretical work as well as computer simulations. 
( ii) Development of automatic image analysis software to 
count the intersections with the test lines of design based shapes 
automatically. Preliminary work has been initiated in this 
direction: we have programed our VIDAS image analyzer to count the 
intersections of internal boundary traces with cycloid shape test 
lines (see Figure- 4). 
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(iii) Experimental measurements of the angular orientation 
distribution function of the internal boundaries in deformed 4340 
steel specimens, grain boundary facets containing creep cavities 
(in copper), and anisotropy of microstructural damage in metal-
matrix composite specimens. 
Quantification of anisotropy of fracture surfaces is a related 
problem, but it requires an entirely different approach. This is 
because the sampling with test lines (of any shape) is not 
practically feasible in the case of fracture surfaces (see enclosed 
paper on surface roughness for related discussion). In this case, 
the basic input data are the angular orientation distribution 
function of the line elements on the fracture profiles, which can 
be obtained via digital image analysis<35, 36>: we have the necessary 
computer code to calculate the orientation distribution of the 
fracture profiles from the digitized co-ordinates data. To develop 
the basic ideas, let the direction normal to average fracture 
surface plane be the reference direction or vertical axis, and z-
axis of the frame of reference. Any metallographic plane containing 
the vertical axis (Z-axis) is called vertical sectioning plane, and 
the resulting fracture profile is called vertical section fracture 
profile (see Figure- 5). Thus, vertical axis (Z-axis) can be 
identified in any vertical section and the angle between the 
vertical axis and a line element on the fracture profile, a, can 
be measured. The frequency function of the occurrence of the a 
values along the various line elements of the fracture profile is 
the angular orientation distribution of the fracture profile (PDF) , 
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which can be experimentally measured (see Figure - 1) . In general 
PDF depends on the nature of the anisotropy of the fracture surface 
and the orientation of the vertical sectioning plane ~P (see Figure 
- 5). Let f(a,~P) be the PDF of vertical section fracture profile 
generated from the vertical sectioning plane of orientation ~p· 
Let g(B,~) be the angular orientation distribution function (ODF) 
of the surface elements on the fracture surface; 8 is angle between 
normal to a surface element and vertical axis (Z-axis), and~ is 
the angle between the projection of this surface normal on xy 
plane, and x-axis (see Figure - 3) • Note that g(fJ,~) is the 
quantitative measure of fracture surface anisotropy: g(8,~)sin8d8 
d~/2~ is equal to the fraction of fracture surface area having the 
orientation in the range 8 to (8+d8) and~ to(~+ d~). One can 
experimentally measure f(a,~P) and g(B,~) is to be estimated from 
this information. The P. I. has recently derived the following 
relationship which connects these two distribution functions. 
+~ 
Rs 1 I rfg(9,~)d17 
f (a' ~P) = RL ( ~P) • r 1 
-~ c~2-rr 12 
(7) 
where, TJ=cose, e = sina, Rs is the surface roughness parameter<~> 
(true fracture surface area divided by projected area on plane 
normal to vertical axis), and RL (~P) is the profile roughness 
parameter<69> (true profile length divided by projected length on 
line perpendicular to the vertical axis and in the sectioning 
plane). The integral in equation (7) is similar to path integral; 
~values that appear in g(B,~) must be along the following path. 
sin ( ~ - ~ ) = cot e cot a p 
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(8) 
Equation {7) generalizes the result given by Scriven and Williams0 
for equiaxed monosize grain boundary facets having rotationally 
symmetric orientation distribution function: there are no 
assumptions involved in equation (7). For rotationally symmetric 
fracture surface anisotropy, g(O,¢) does not depend on¢, and hence 
all vertical section fracture profiles are statistically similar, 
thus f(a,¢p) does not depend on vertical section orientation ¢p and 
it is symmetric around vertical axis. In such a case equation (7) 









~ 1 [~2-rfJ2 
For rotationally symmetric ODF, one can estimate g <e) from 
measurement of f{a) in just one vertical section fracture profile, 
we have the computer program for these calculations. However, 
estimation of ODF which is rotationally asymmetric (for example, 
fracture surfaces of anisotropic material such as composites) is 
still problematic although equation (7) provides the required 
stereological relationship. The following efforts are proposed to 
obtain practically feasible solution to this knotty problem. 
(i) An average ODF g(e) can be defined by averaging g(O,¢) 
-over all ¢ values. This average ODF g(O) can be calculated from 
-
measured average f(a) obtained from few fracture profiles of 
-
different orientations ¢p• This average g( fJ) can give the basis for 
modelling the functional form of g(O,¢) with unknown but adjustable 
parameters. 
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(ii) Once g(O,¢) is modelled, f(a,¢p) can be calculated using 
equation (7) and it can be compared with the experimentally 
measured profile distributions; the values of the adjustable model 
parameters which yield calculated PDF's matching the experimental 
distributions can then yield the information on the ODF g(e,¢). 
(iii) The computer simulated surfaces of known ODF g(e,¢) 
will be utilized to cross check the applicability of the procedures 
in (i) and (ii). 
(iv) An effort will be made to obtain a direct solution to 
equation (7) by expanding both g(O,¢) and f(a,¢p) in terms of a 
series of spherical harmonics of unknown coefficients; the unknown 
spherical harmonics coefficients of g(8,¢) should be then 
accessible from known coefficients of f(a,¢p) obtained from the 
experimental data. 
(v) Once a suitable procedure is developed, it is proposed 
to estimate the ODF of the fracture surfaces of deformed 4340 steel 
specimens and the metal matrix composites, and to correlate the 
anisotropy of the fracture surface to the anisotropy of the bulk 
microstructure. The results should be useful to understand the 
effect of microstructural anisotropy on the deformation and 
fracture behavior. 
The microstructural anisotropy affects the deformation and 
fracture behavior of materials. The advance materials such as 
composites usually have anisotropic microstructures, which lead to 
fracture surfaces that are also anisotropic. The stress 
distribution, operative deformation and fracture processes, and the 
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microstructural anisotropy determine the anisotropy of fracture 
surface. Thus, the measurements of fracture surface anisotropy and 
microstructural anisotropy are useful for understanding the 
deformation and fracture behavior of anisotropic materials. The 
measurement of the angular orientation distribution function of 
fracture surfaces should provide important input for the 
interpretation of the Mode - III fracture toughness data' 12• 17• 18>; 
these data should be also useful for understanding the fatigue 
crack growth behavior' 16>. 
Another aspect - of the stereology of anisotropic 
microstructures which needs further attention, is the design based 
sampling procedures for the estimation of the global properties of 
anisotropic microstructures (surface area, integral mean curvature, 
total line length, etc.) from the limited number of measurements 
performed on a few sectioning planes. The P.I. has contributed to 
the recent developments in this area ' 32•34> (copies of three recent 
papers are enclosed) . It is now possible to reliably estimate the 
total area of the internal boundaries in microstructure having any 
arbitrary anisotropy from the measurements on just three sectioning 
planes mutually at an angle of 120°, and having a common 
direction'33> (vertical axis); the intersection counts must be 
performed using cycloid test lines having a specific orientation'30 > 
(see Figure- 3). The total line length of anisotropic lineal 
features (for example, dislocation lines) can be estimated via 
similar measurements on projected images<32> (for example, TEM 
images). It is proposed to continue these efforts via analytical 
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theoretical work and computer calculations/simulations. The 
experimental measurements will involve estimation of total area of 
intergranular creep cavities, and microstructural damage in MMC. 
These developments should be important for the quantification of 
partially anisotropic and anisotropic microstructures. 
[2.3] Surface Roughness and Fractal Behavior: We have developed 
assumption free stereological equation for the estimation of 
surface roughness of any nonplanar, rough fracture surface from the 
measurements performed on the vertical section fracture profiles; 
the procedure is very efficient as the measurements on at the most 
three vertical sections (mutually at 120°) yield a reliable 
estimate of the surface roughness parameter R
5
, without any 
assumptions whatsoever'41 ' 42 > (copies of two related papers are 
enclosed). It is proposed to apply this technique to fracture 
surfaces of tensile, impact and the fracture toughness specimens 
of 4340 steel having different microstructures, and initial 
deformation. The results will be utilized to correlate the 
microstructurally induced variations in the and fracture toughness 
to the surface roughness. The assumption-free estimation of 
surface roughness is imperative to detect the true correlations. 
The surface roughness is a fundamental attribute of the 
fracture surfaces; the value of the surface roughness parameter R
5 
is required for quantitative measurements on SEM images of fracture 
surfaces which involve normalization by the area of the fracture 
surface (for example, number of microstrucural features per unit 
fracture surface area), because the area of the field of view n the 
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SEM image is the projected area (and nat true area) of the fracture 
surface<35 •36>. The tartuasi ty of the fracture surface quantified by 
surface roughness is important far understanding the role of 
microstructure in the deformation and fracture processes. The 
surface roughness is also extremely useful for the interpretation 
of made - III fracture toughness data' 12• 17• 18> and fatigue crack 
growth behaviar' 16>. Recently Garrisan<67> has observed an 
interesting correlation trend between profile roughness and 
fracture initiation toughness in same high strength steels; the 
assumption-free measurements of surface roughness should be 
extremely useful in detecting quantitative correlations, as the 
sectioning bias is eliminated. 
our general method for the estimation of the surface roughness 
parameter R
8 
provides us with a unique opportunity to investigate 
the fractal behavior of the •surfaces• in three dimensional space 
from the measurements performed on fracture profiles; R
5 
can be now 
estimated as function of ruler length n to generate the required 
fractal data. These measurements will be performed on the fracture 
surfaces of tensile, impact and fracture toughness test specimens 
of 4340 steel having different microstructures. It is likely that 
R
8 
will approach a finite saturation value R~ at small values of t]. 
The fractal dimension pertaining to such •semifractal 1 behavior may 
correlate to the parameters such as fracture toughness. An attempt 
will also be made to correlate the surface roughness and fractal 
dimension values of the tensile fracture surfaces of metal matrix 
composite having different initial microstructural damage (induced 
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by thermal cycling) to the area under the stress strain curves. 
Till now two different approaches have been utilized to 
quantify the roughness or tortuosity of the fracture surfaces; one 
involves roughness parameters (usually profile roughness), and the 
second involves fractal dimension of fracture profiles. However, 
if the roughness is basically due to fractal characteristics or 
vice versa, then the saturation value of the surface roughness 
parameter R~ may be related to the fractal dimension pertaining to 
the semifractal characteristics. our experimental data will give 
us an opportunity to detect the correlation between R: and the 
fractal dimension pertaining to the 'semifractal' behavior of the 
fracture surfaces. Such correlations will unify the two different 
approaches to quantify surface roughness. on the other hand, lack 
of correlation would indicate that both R: and fractal dimension 
may be necessary to explore the quantitative correlations with the 
fracture process descriptors. 
The general stereological procedure for the estimation of the 
surface roughness parameter Rs is equally applicable to a set of 
identifiable discontinuous regions of the fracture surface. For 
example, average 'local' roughness around the second phase 
particles (or fibers etc. ) can be estimated from the similar 
measurements on the fracture profiles. Roughness of transgranular 
and intergranular regions of fracture surface can be separately 
measured as well, such •semiglobal' roughness values should provide 
useful input on the micromechanisms of fracture. It is proposed 
to rigorously define such 'local' and 'semiglobal roughness 
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parameters and measure their values in the fracture surfaces under 
investigation. 
[2.4] Experimental Work: It is proposed to do the experiments on 
three materials: 4340 steel, pure copper, and metal matrix 
composites containing continuous unidirectional Al203 fibers in (Al-
Li) alloy matrix. Different mechanical tests will be performed on 
these materials to generate the fracture surfaces. 
[2. 4 .1] Experiments on 4340 Steel: Appropriate hardening and 
tempering heat treatments will be utilized to generate a series of 
specimens having different microstructures, strength and toughness 
values. Tensile, impact, and fracture toughness tests will be 
performed on these samples. Further, a few interrupted tensile 
test specimens will be utilized to investigate evolution of 
microvoids in few samples. A few samples of 4340 steel will be 
given initial deformation by rolling; the tensile test specimens 
made from these samples will be utilized to investigate the 
correlation between the microstructural anisotropy and the 
anisotropy manifested on the fracture surfaces. The stereological 
measurements involve nearest neighbor distance distribution of 
inclusions in the bulk material, detailed characterization of 
microstructures using design based and classical stereological 
techniques, characterization of anisotropy of microvoids, and grain 
boundaries, etc. The fractographic measurements will consist of 
measurement of surface roughness parameters, fractal 
characteristics, nearest neighbor distribution and average nearest 




[2.4.2] Experiments on Copper: It is proposed to perform a few 
isothermal interrupted creep tests on specimens of copper at 
constant uniaxial load. The stereological measurements will 
involve nearest neighbor distribution of intergranular cavities on 
the grain boundary facets, anisotropy of cavities and cavitating 
grain boundary facets, and global microstructural properties using 
design based stereology. 
[2.4.3.] Experiments on Metal Matrix Composite: The mechanical 
properties of metal matrix composites are sensitive to the presence 
of processing defects such as reaction zones, processing voids, 
etc., which essentially constitute microstructural damage. One way 
to systematically investigate the effect of initial microstructural 
damage on the mechanical behavior of these composites is to 
introduce controlled amounts of microstructural damage by 
combination of high and low temperature thermal cycl ing<72, ?3>. The 
experimental set up required for thermal cycling is being assembled 
in our laboratory. We propose to generate a series of samples with 
different extents of microstructural damage and quantify the 
damage (which is expected to be anisotropic) using the design based 
stereological procedures. The tensile tests will be performed on 
these specimens to generate fracture surface. We propose to 
quantify the damage observed in the fracture surfaces of tensile 
specimens. The quantitative measurements in the fracture surface, 
bulk microstructure, and mechanical tensile test properties will 
be correlated. 
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(3) PLAN OF WORK: 
The analytical theoretical work will continue over the three 
periods of the proposed research; the theoretical research has 
yielded significant results during the past two years and it is 
expected to lead to important developments in the future. During 
the first year of the funding period, we propose to develop the 
necessary computer programs for the measurement of nearest neighbor 
distributions and anisotropy. Simultaneously, the experimental 
work on 4340 steel will be carried out. It is also proposed to 
begin the experimental work on the MMC during the first year. The 
experimental work on the creep tests and the quantification of the 
creep cavities will be carried out during the second year and a 
part of the third year of the funding period; the measurements and 
data-analysis of 4340 steel specimens and MMC will continue during 
this period. The computer calculations and simulations will aid 
the data analysis. The third year of the funding period will be 
devoted to the completion of the creep cavitation work, data 
analysis, and the development of quantitative correlations of the 
measured stereological attributes to the parameters of the 
deformation and fracture process; il'). this context, additional 
experimental work will be carried out, if required. 
The results of the research work will be reported in 
scientific journals and in progress reports to NSF; the results 
will be also presented at important conferences. The publication 
activities will be, ofcourse, spread over the major portion of the 
project period. 
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{4) PROJECT ORGANIZATION 
The overall responsibility of the project will rest with the 
proposed Principal Investigator, Dr. A.M. Gokhale. He will also 
be the contact person for the administrative matters related to the 
research project. The proposed P.I. has more than ten years of 
research experience in the areas of stereology, modelling of global 
! 
microstructural evolution, and the applications of these 
disciplines to the materials processes. Dr. Gokhale has been 
actively involved in the present NSF sponsored project on 
"Quantitative Evaluation of Fracture Surfaces Using Stereological 
Methods" over the last two years, and has been the P.I. from July 
1989. Dr. Gokhale has contributed significantly to this project 
and he has authoredjcoauthored eight papers resulting from his 
contribution to the project. Dr. Gokhale • s expertise will be 
utilized for analytical theoretical work, computer simulations, and 
the design and the overall supervision of the experimental program. 
Dr. Underwood (proposed Co. P.I.) has more than thirty years 
of experience in the area of stereology. He has done pioneering 
work in the area of quantitative fractography. Dr. Underwood was 
the P.I. of the NSF sponsored project "Quantitative Evaluation of 
Fracture surfaces Using Stereological Methods" for the major 
portion of the funding period. Dr. Underwood is the author of the 
present classical book "Quantitative Stereo logy" which is 
frequently referred to by researchers in stereology all over the 
world. Dr. Underwood is now Professor Emeritus at Georgia Tech. 
His rich experience and expertise will provide important inputs to 
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the proposed research; Dr. Underwood's principal contribution will 
be as advisor to the overall research program. 
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IMPACT ON EDUCATION AND HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Impact on Education 
One of the most significant and pervasive trends in modern 
educational processes is toward quantification, as opposed to 
qualitative descriptions, in science programs at all levels. This 
is especially so in courses on microstructural structure in 
biology, anatomy and materials. 
The techniques employed in this research program are 
completely general. The methods for geometrical quantification 
apply to any microstructure observed under a microscope. Thus the 
life sciences and the materials sciences can both profit freely 
from these powerful, simple and general methods. As Lord Kelvin 
said many years ago, 11 ••• when you can measure what you are speaking 
about and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but 
when you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a 
meager and unsatisfactory kind: it may be the beginning of 
knowledge, but you have scarcely in your thoughts advanced to the 
state of science, whatever the matter may be. 11 
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
Insofar as these quantitative geometrical methods are 
appropriate (e.g., in science, research, and teaching), only 
improvement in the general scientific level is to be expected. 
This applies equally to both teachers and students. As these new 
capabilities become better known, and used, it is inevitable that 
the learning process is accelerated. Ideas become sharper: 
appreciation for subtle differences in structure, form and texture 
are revealed; and new application of these powerful techniques 
suggest themselves readily to the inquiring, receptive mind. 
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Figure - 1 The Profile roughness parameter Rt of anisotropic fracture surface 
of metals matrix composite depends on the sectioning plane orientation; the 
angular distribution of line elements on fracture profile also varies with the 







RADIAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION 
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= fiber diameter 
4> A (X) = 1: randomness 
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Figure - 2 Experimentally measured radial distribution function 
-
~A(x) of the fiber section centers in MMC in the sectioning plane 
perpendicular to the fibers. 
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Figure - 3 
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(a) Cycloid test lines generated by VIDAS image 
(b) Test lines in (a) overlayed on the microstructure: 
intersection counts can be performed automatically. 
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FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 
The Mechanical Properties Research Laboratory (MPRL) is the nucleus of all 
fracture, fatigue and deformation behavior research at the Georgia Institute of 
Technology. It is equipped for a variety of investigations involving mechanical 
testing and structural characterization. A wide range of x-ray, electron and 
chemical characterization apparatus are available to MPRL researchers in the 
School of Materials Engineering, the School of Physics and in the Micro 
Electronics Research Center. In addition, several facilities of the nearby Oak 
Ridge National Laboratories (ORNL) are also available to Georgia Tech researchers 
through the Oak Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU) program. These include 
the Small Angle Neutron Scattering Center, the Melting and Processing Laboratory 
and the High Voltage Electron Microscopy Laboratory. 
In the following sections the capabilities currently available at Georgia 
Tech. that are pertinent to the proposed research are described. 
Mechanical Testing 
Tensile and Fatigue Test Facility 
Seven closed-loop servohydraulic test machines are available for 
monotonic, low cycle/high cycle fatigue testing, and fatigue crack propagation 
studies. Each machine has a capacity of 10 tons. Load or strain of the specimen 
or crosshead motion can be electronically controlled to follow a prescribed 
function, at frequencies in the range of 0.0001-100 Hz, by means of closed-loop 
electronics. Computer interfacing currently is available on three of the 
systems. One 10-ton screw driven Instron machine is available for performing 
monotonic and low cycle fatigue testing. It can also be fitted with a 1/2-ton 
load cell for accurate mechanical property measurements of small samples. For 
even more accurate measurements there is a 50 Kg screw driven table top MTS 
machine. 
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Crack length can be measured during the test by optical, electric 
potential or unloading compliance methods. An assortment of high precision 
diametral and longitudinal strain extensometers including a ZYGO laser 
extensometer capable of resolving 10- 6 in displacement are available for use over 
a wide range of temperatures and frequencies. 
The laboratory is currently conducting tensile, cyclic stress-strain, 
plane strain fracture toughness, KIC• JR-Resistance Curve, fatigue crack growth 
testing, low and high cycle fatigue tests over a wide range of temperatures on 
metallic and non-metallic materials on a routine basis. 
A facility to conduct multi-axial loading tests for deformation and 
fracture studies at elevated temperature has also been developed within the MPRL. 
High Temperature High Vacuum Test Facility 
A high temperature and high vacuum ( 10 -lO torr) mechanical testing 
facility is available within the MPRL. The project to build this facility was 
sponsored by the U.S. Air Force .• The test chamber is large enough to hold an 
IT compact type fracture toughness and crack growth specimen. A residual gas 
analyzer is also attached to the system. The system is capable of conducting 
fatigue tests from essentially static load levels to 10 Hz with a load capacity 
of 10 metric tons. 
Creep Testing Facility 
One 20 KIP capacity and six 12 KIP capacity dead weight load type creep 
machines are available for conducting creep deformation and rupture as well as 
creep crack growth testing. One of these machines is also equipped with a cyclic 
module to conduct tests at very low frequencies (on the order of one cycle per 
twenty four hours) . In addition, two stress relaxation machines (10 KIP 
capacity) are available with tension compression cyclic load capabilities. These 
machines are being used for conducting creep deformation, rupture and crack 
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growth testing on Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and Department of 
Energy (DOE) sponsored programs. 
Hardness Testing 
Facilities for various types of hardness measurements are available in the 
MPRL. These include the Knoop hardness, Vicker's hardness and the Rockwell and 
the Brinell hardness. 
Structural Analysis 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Several electron microscopes are available at Georgia Tech. A JEOL lOOC 
microscope provides flexible specimen examination. It is fitted with attachments 
for both scanning transmission (STEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 
an energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer. This instrument is capable of 3.4A 
lattice resolution in the TEM mode. Various attachments for the JEOL are used 
to obtain additional information. These include secondary and backscattered 
electron (scanning) imaging for fractographic and microstructural analysis, 
chemical analysis of microconstituents (200A resolution for thin foils), 
microelectron diffraction for orientation and phase analysis from areas of a thin 
foil (300A resolution). The microscope is also equipped with a specimen rotating 
holder. The holder is designed to rotate the specimen 360° in the plane of the 
specimen, and tilt +60° about the rotation axis. The attachment is crucial in 
carrying out detailed quantitative analyses of microstructural features. 
Sample preparation facilities for TEM include two Streuers Tenupols 
equipped with a cooling unit to perform dual jet polishing at controlled 
temperatures as low as -80°C, an ISI sputterjcoater, and Commonwealth Scientific 
ion-milling equipment. Also, spark machining capabilities are available for 
machining delicate specimens such as single crystals. 
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Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) 
Several SEM's are available at Georgia Tech. A Coates and Welter QWIK 
Scan #104 SEM located in the School of Materials Engineering permits a TV scan 
rate operation to a magnification of 80,000X with a resolution of 90A. The unit 
is equipped with a Kevex model 7500 energy dispersive x-ray analyzer that 
provides standard quantitative elemental analysis. For insulator material 
observations, conducting film deposition is also available via Au/Pd sputter 
coater or a carbon coater using heated carbon thread. A Cambridge S -4 
scanning electron microscope is located within the MPRL. This microscope permits 
direct viewing of samples at magnifications from 20 t·o 40, OOOX with extreme 
depths of field. The instrument is equipped with an image enhancement module 
and wobbler focus. Samples can be tilted 0-90° and rotated 360°. 
Image Analysis Equipment 
This laboratory facility includes both automatic and semi-automatic image 
analysis equipment. A Zeiss Vidas automatic image analysis system is available 
for automatic measurements; an interactive semiautomatic mode is also available. 
Image editing can be carried out by dilation, erosion, Laplacian, etc. It is 
a flexible software based system; it can be programmed for design based 
mesurements. A separate Zeiss Videoplan System, coupled with a Zeiss ICM 405 
inverted light microscope, handles all functions of quantitative microscopy on 
a semi-automated basis. The Videoplan performs routine data acquisition, storage 
and manipulations. There is also an interface to our main-frame Cyber computer 
which allows more sophisticated data manipulation. Measurements of area, 
diameter, angle, length, centroid, and form factor can be made, as well as the 
digitizing of irregular curves such as fracture profiles. This instrument 
significantly reduces the level of effort necessary to quantitatively analyze 




The Schools of Chemical Engineering and Materials Engineering operate a 
dedicated computer center for their own computer needs. This center is located 
on the floor above the MPRL and consists of a VAX 11/780 and a PDP 11/34 DEC 
computer. The VAX 11/780 is a 32 bit super mini computer with 1 megabyt of MOS 
memory and 456 megabytes of storage on a single fixed disk. A nine-track tape 
drive and a cassette tape drive serve as load devices. Several ports are 
available for terminal connection. The VMS operating system, FORTRAN 77, and 
interactive graphics are available, as well as an interface with the institutes 
CYBER system. 
The PDP 11/34 is a 16-bit minicomputer with 256 kilobytes of MOS memory 
and 20.4 megabytes of storage on two cartridge disk drives. Eight ports are 
available for terminal connection. The PDP 11/34 runs the RSXllM operating 
system and has FORTRAN 77 and graphics capabilities. The LPAll subsystem 
provides realtime capabilities. The microprocessor-based system includes A/D 
and D/A conversion, digital 1/0 and realtime clock. The VAX and PDP 11/34 are 
interfaced via a DECnet link, allowing each machine to access the peripherals 
of the other. 
The computer center is housed in a three-room complex consisting of a 
machine room with raised floor and independent temperature and humidity control, 
a system manager's office, and a terminal room. At present, the terminal room 
is equipped with 16 VT101 terminals, a Tektronix graphics terminal with a 
hardcopy unit, and various other terminals. In all, 22 work stations distributed 
among the VAX PDP 11/34, and CYBER systems are available in the terminal room. 
In addition, most faculty offices and some graduate student offices and labs have 
hard-wired connections to the machine room. Expansions are already underway 
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which will increase the number of ports on the VAX from 16 to 48, and on the PDP 
11/34 from 8 to 16. 
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:A General Method for Estimation of 
Fracture Surface Roughness-1; Theoretical Aspects: 
By 
A M. Gokhale and E. E. Underwood 
School of Materials Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0245 
:ABSTRACT: 
An assumption free general method is developed for quantitative estimation of 
fracture surface roughness from the measurements performed on the fracture 
profiles generated by sectioning planes which are normal to the average 
topographic plane of the fracture surface. The input data are the profile 
roughness parameter RL and angular orientation distribution of line elements on 
the fracture profile f(~). It is shown that: 
R - R, · w s ... 
where, Rs is the fracture surface roughness parameter, and~ is the profile 
structure factor which is completely determined by the profile orientation 
distribution function f(~). RL•W is the expected value of the product R~·W on 
a set of sectioning planes normal to average topographic plane of fracture 
surface: measurement of RL and w on few such sectioning planes can give reliable 
estimate of the fracture surface roughness Rs. The result is geometrically 
general and it is applicable to fracture surfaces of any arbitrary complexity 
and anisotropy. 
1 
:A General Method for Estimation of 
Fracture surface Roughness - I; Theoretical Aspects: 
INTRODUCTION: The deformation and fracture processes generate fracture 
surface. 7he geometric attributes of fracture surface and the associated 
microstructural features may contain quantitative information concerning the 
processes that lead to fracture. It is essential to establish such correlations 
using the characterization techniques which are assumption free and unbiased. 
~n imoortant geometric characteristic of fracture surface is the quantitative 
measure of its roughness. It is the propose of this paper to deveLop an 
assumption free and unbiased method for the estimation of the fracture surface 
roughness from the measurements performed on the fracture profiles observed in 
the metallographic sections through fracture surface. 
The quantitative descriptor of the surface roughness is the fracture 





S is the true fracture surface area, and A is the apparent projected area on a 
plane parallel to mean or average topographic plane of the fracture surface (see 
Figure la). The overlapped segments of the projected area are not added for 
calculating the apparent projected area A. The surface roughness parameter R5 
:s equal to true average area of a fracture surface segment having unit apparent 
projected area. For a flat surface R5 is equal to one. The rougher the fracture 
surface, higher is the value of R5 • In general, Rs can have any value ranging 
:rom one to infinity' 2 · 3 ). 
2 
A fracture profile is a line generated by intersection of fracture surface 
and a metallographic sectioning plane (see Figure lb). In general, a fracture 
profile is an irregular line of complex nature and it may contain overlaps. In 
practice, i: is convenient to generate fracture profiles on sectioning planes 
which are perpendicular to average topographic plane of fracture surfacecZ- 4 l. 
Analogous to the surface roughness parameter, the profile roughness parameter 
is defined as follows' 1 · 4> (See Figure lb). 
AO 
~o is :he true length of fracture profile. and Lis its apparent projected ~ength 
on mean or average topographic direction of the profile. The overlapped segments 
of projected length are not added for calculating L. For a straight line, Rt is 
equal to one. In general, RL can have any value from one to infinity: 2 •3 l. The 
sectioning planes of different angular orientations can yield the fracture 
profiles having significantly different values of RL (see Figure 2). Thus, in 
general, :he profile roughness parameter RL depends on the nature of the fracture 
surface, and the orientation of the sectioning plane. 
The profile roughness parameter RL is relatively easy to measure; the 
details of the experimental technique are described by Banerji( 5 >. A large 
number of parametric equations have been derived<l,J,s-s> to relate the measurable 
quantity R~ to the desired parameter Rs. The present analysis differs 
significantly from all the earlier treatments because it is assumption free and 
it does not involve any approximations. Thus, the present results are applicable 
to fracture surfaces of any arbitrary complexity and anisotropy. 
3 
BACKGROUND: The present analysis is based on the following general results of 
quantitative microscopy. 
(I)The total surface areaS of a collection of surfaces or a single surface 
(such as fracture surface) contained in a reference volume V0 can be estimated 
by using :he following classical result due to Smith and Guttman(lO) 
s 
== 2 P;:,. 
is the average value of the number of intersections of a test l:ne ~i:h che 
surfaces of interest per unit test line length obtained by averaging the 
measurements over all possible test line orientations. The angular orientation 
of a test line is specified by two angles 8 and ~ defined with respect to a fixed 
frame of reference as shown in Figure 3; B is the angle between the test line 
and z axis, and~ is the angle between the projection of the test line on xy 
plane and x-axis. Let PL(~.B) be the average or representative value of the 
number of intersections of a test line of orientation (~,8) with the surfaces 
of interest per unit test line length. The probability that a uniformly sampled 
test line has an orientation in the range 8 to (B + dB) and ~ to (0 + d~) is 
equal to Sin8d8d~/4K hence, PL is given as follows. 
1 I JPL (,P,8)·sin8·d8·d¢ 
0 0 
(4) 
Equations (3) and (4) are completely general, and they do not involve any 
assumptions. In practice, PL must be obtained by averaging the measurements over 
randomly or uniformly sampled test line locations and angular orientations. 
4 
However, if the microstructure is homogenous (i.e. no gradients) and isotropic. 
the measurements performed on a single test line orientation can give a reliable 
value of PL. 
(II) In a two dimensional plane section through collection of internal 
surfaces or fracture surface contained in a reference volume V
0
, t:he 
intersections of surfaces of interest with a sectioning plane yield line traces 
(or fracture profile in the case of a single fracture surface). The average 
value of number of intersections of test lines having orientation w in the 
sectioning plane \See Figure 4) with the fracture profile or line traces of 
surfaces of interest per unit test line length P~(w) is given by the following 
general equation. Oll 
(5) 
AA (w + ~/2) is the total projected length (all overlaps in projected length 
added) of the fracture profile or the traces of interest in a direction 
perpendicular to the test line (i.e. having orientation (w + ~/2) in the 
sectioning plane) per unit area of the sectioning plane. 
(III) Consider a fracture surface of area S contained in a cylindrical 
reference volume of length R and diameter Las shown in Figure 5. For the 
present analysis, the direction perpendicular to the average topographic plane 
of the fracture surface is specified as the reference axis; let this direction 
be the cylinder axis in Figure 5, and the z axis of the frame of reference. It 
is sufficient to focus our attention only on the sectioning planes which contain 
the reference z-axis; such sectioning planes are called vertical sectioning 
planes,c 12 ' and the resulting fracture profiles are the vertical section fracture 
profiles (see Figure 5). Vertical sections are used extensively in quantitative 
5 
fractography c3 · 5 · 8 • 13 ' Recently, Baddeley, Gundersen, and C:-uz C'rive c 12 ' have 
discussed a design based intercept counting procedure for estimation of a total 
area of internal boundaries in anisotropic microstructures from the measurements 
performed on the vertical sections. The procedure involves P!.. measurements using 
oriented 'cycloid' shape test lines; these measurements have to be performed on 
the vertical sections only. The sampling of fracture surface by verticai 
sections is also the basis of the present treatment and it draws significantly 
from the stereological concepts developed by Smith and Guttman,; !O) and Baddeley. 
Gundersen and Cruz Orive.:lZl However, use of test lines (either straight tesc 
lines or anv other design based shape) leads to serious practical difficulties 
in the characterization of the fracture surfaces. A fracture surface represents 
a structure having extreme inhomogeneity: all the surface area is restricted to 
~ surface, unlike internal boundaries in microstructure where a large number 
of interface boundaries are distributed throughout the specimen volume. If the 
fracture surface is artificially enclosed in a reference volume of magnitude Vo. 
equati~n (3) is indeed applicable in principle, but the variance of PL 
measurements is expected to be extremely large. In other words extremely large 
number of measurements are necessary to obtain a reliable estimate of PL: this 
is not practically feasible as it involves sectioning by a large number of planes 
having different locations and orientations. The use of design based intercept 
counting proposed by Baddeley, Gundersen, and Cruz Orive' 12 l does not eliminate 
this problem. This is because even to obtain a reliable value of average number 
of intersections of test ll., a with fracture profile in the given vertical 
section, the test line must be placed at very large number of locations due to 
intrinsic inhomogeneity of the structure; it is expected to result in a large 
6 
large variance of Pt measurements, making the results practically meaningless. 
It must be concluded that use of test lines is of little practical significance 
for the analysis of fracture surfaces, although the related stereological 
relationships are applicable, in principle! 
There is another practical difficulty associated with the characterization 
of fracture surfaces. The stereological equations express the global 
microstructural properties referred to (or normalized by) unit volume of sample 
or microstructure (for example. surface area per unit volume). The concept of 
sample volume or reference volume is quite trivial in the case of 
microstructures. However, for fracture surfaces, the reference volume is nQf 
naturally defined. Consequently, sectioning plane area and test line length are 
also not defined, in practice. It is thus desirable to develope the 
characterization techniques which do not involve reference volume, sectioning 
plane area or test line length for the practical applications of the results. 
~he present analysis utilizes the stereological concepts developed by 
Smith and Guttman(lO}, and Baddeley et al. <l2 l, but it eliminates the use of test 
lines; the measurements are directly performed on what is observed, i.e., 
fracture profiles. Further, the final result does not involve reference volume 
or the sectioning plane area either implicitly or explicitly, and hence one need 
not be concerned with these quantities for practical applications of the 
results. 
A geometrically general and statistically exact relationship is developed 
for the estimation of surface roughness of a fracture surface of anv arbitrary 
complexity and anisotropy. 
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THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT: 
Consider a fracture surface of area S contained in the cylindrical 
reference volume of length 2 and diameter Las shown in Figure 5< 
Focus on vertical sectioning planes (i.e. planes whose zone axis is 
cylinder axis) through cylinder axis in Figure 5. The area of each such 
sectioning plane is equal to (2·L). The angular orientation of any plane is 
specified by the angles 8 and ¢ pertaining to its normal (see Figure 6a). For 
all the vertical sectioning planes 8 is equal to ~12. Consider one vertical 
sectioning plane having the orientation angle ~ equal to ~P (see Figure 6b) The 
geometric characteristics of the fracture profile generated by such a vertical 
sectioning plane depend on the nature of the fracture surface, and the 
orientation ¢p of the vertical sectioning plane. Let A0 (¢p) be the total length 
of the fracture profile. The profile roughness parameter Rt(¢p) is given by (see 
Figure 7); 
(6) 
Thus, the profile roughness parameter is a function of the orientation of the 
vertical sectioning plane ¢p. Note that Rt(¢p) is the average or representative 
value of the profile roughness parameter on parallel sections having the same 
angular orientation ¢p· Focus on a small line element on the fracture profile. 
Let ~ be the angle between the tangent to this line element and z·axis in the 
sectioning plane (Figure 7). Let dA(~,¢p) be the total length of line elements 
in the fracture profile having orientation in the sectioning plane in the range 




·,.;here. o =5 a: =5 1r 
obviously, (8) 
0 
In general. the profile orientation distribution function f(cr,¢p) is expected to 
depend on the orientation ~P of the vertical sectioning plane. Lee ~s calculate 
:he total projected length of the fracture profile on a line having orientation 
(9 + ~/2) in the sectioning plane; the¢ orientation angle of this projection 
line in the three dimensional space is equal to (¢p + 1f/2) as shown in Figure 7. 
Thus. the orientation of the projection line in three dimensional space is (B 
+ 1f/2, ¢p + 1f/2). The projected length of elements dA(a:,¢p) of fracture profile 
having orientation in the range a: to (a:+ da:) in the sectioning plane, on the 
projection line of orientation (B + 1f/2, ¢p + 1f/2) is equal to!cos (B + 1f/2 -
o::) I · dA (a:, ¢p) . Hence, the total projected length per unit area of section plane 
(9) 
0 
where. (2 · L) is the area of the sectioning plane (see Figure -\ / J • However, 
using equation(S) (with w- B); 
(10) 
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where, P, (8, ¢p + ~/2) is precisely equal to the number of intersections of a 
test line having orientation (8, ¢p + ~/2) with fracture surface per unit test 
line length. Equations (6), (9) and (10) yield the following result: 
P, ( 9, ¢p + ~ /2) - f I cos ce + ~12 - a:) J· f(cx, qlp)dcx (11) 
0 
:he advantage of vertical sectioning is now obvious. If R~(¢p) and f(cx:,¢p) are 
experimentally measured, substituting different values of e in the integral on 
~he right hand side of equation (11), yields PL(&, ~P + ~/2) for different values 
of a ranging from o to~ for fixed~ orientation angle equal to (o? ~ ~~:~: :he 
point is, 9 orientation is identified in the sectioning plane, Combining 
equations (3), (4) and (11) yields; 
s s 1 1 1 r r . fl r -- • ---•- Rt(4> ) S1n8• cos(9+1r/2-a:) f(cx:,¢ )do:d9d¢ 
V (~L2/4) R. R. 21r J P J J P P 
0 0 0 0 
(12) 
~he quantity S/(7rL2/4) is the ratio of the true area of the fracture surface S 
and its projected area on its mean topographic plane 1t'L2/4 (because cylinder axis 
is perpendicular to mean topographic plane of the fracture surface), which is 
by definition, the fracture surface roughness parameter Rs (see equation (1)). 
Thus, equation (12) can be written as follows: 
21t' 1'l' 1f 
R
5 




Note that equation (13) is independent of the magnitude of the reference 
cylindrical volume containing fracture surface and dimensions of the reference 
volume. Define the profile structure factor 'l/:J(4Jp) as follows: 
11' 11' 
J/;(¢!,) = I sinO I lcos(8 + 1rj2 - a:) j· f(a:,¢p)do:d8 
0 0 
(14) 
Note that the profile structure factor 'l/;J(¢p) is completely determined by the 
profile orientation distribution function f(a:,¢p), Combine equations (13) and 
14) to obtain the following result. 
21!' 
Rs 
l J 21f RL(¢p) w(¢p)dt/Jp 15) 
0 
21f 211' 
or R -s J RL (¢p) • V><¢p)d¢p I I d¢p (16) 
0 0 
The right hand side of equation (16) is precisely equal to the average value of 
the product RL(¢p) 1/>(¢p) obtained by averaging it over all possible vertical 
sectioning plane orientations ¢p· Hence one can write; 
(17) 
The expected value of the product Rt¥> in a set of vertical sectioning planes is 
precisely equal to the fracture surface roughness parameter R5 ; the zone axis of 
the vertical sectioning planes must be the direction normal to the average 
topographic plane of the fracture surface. Thus, the product RL·~ is an unbiased 
estimator of the surface roughness parameter R5 • There are no assumptions 
involved in derivation of equation (17), and hence it is applicable to fracture 
surface of any arbitrary geometry and anisotropy. The order of integration in 
equation (14) can be interchanged, and with some algebric manipulations the 
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double i~:egral can be reduced to single integral. The result is as follows: 
sina -t- (7r/2 - a:) cosajf(a, cpp) .cia (18 
7he quantities R~ and profile orientation distribution function can be 
ex~erimentally measured via digital image analysis. and a number of measurements 
of :hese narameters are published in the literature:!J-lS) Once f(a:) is measured. 
-~e ~~oi~~e structure factor ~ can be calculated bv u:ili=inE equation l ~S : 
:~ese caicuiations can be easilv carried out via numerical i~teEra:·o~. 
?racti.ce and w can be estimated on a few randomlv oriented 1random o~ cniv1 
vertical sections; the average value of the product R~·~ reports the fracture 
surface roughness paramter Rs. It is not necessary to know the ~P orientations 
of the vertical sections. In the special cases where the geometry of fracture 
surface is symmetric with respect to the vertical reference axis. all the 
vertical sections should yield statistically similar fracture profiles. ~nder 
:hese conditions, measurements of R, and w on a single vertical section should 
vield reliable estimate of Rs, without involving any further assum-ptions. 
DISCUSSION: The main results of the present paper are contained in equations 
(1~) and (18), which permit estimation of fracture surface roughness parameter 
Rs from the measurements performed on the vertical section fracture profiles. 
:: is shown that the statistical ex~ected val ',f the product of the measurable 
quantitites profile roughness parameters R~ and profile structure fact~r w is 
precisely equal to the fracture surface roughness parameter Rs, !here are no 
assumptions involved in the present analysis. Thus. equation (17) constitutes 
12 
a fundamental result of quantitative fractography. The present result differs 
from all the earlier equations for estimation of R5 from measurements performed 
on fracture profiles because it is assumption free and statistically exact. In 
practice, the parameters RL and ~ can be measured on a few vertical sectioning 
planes. In this context, it is important to emphasize that the measurements 
must be performed on vertical section fracture profiles only, and orientations 
of the vertical sectioning planes (i.e. angle ~p) must be random. Preparation 
of rnetallographic sections is time consuming and tedious. Very often, time and 
effort necessarv for metallographic preparation of fracture profiles exceeds the 
time and effort required for the measurements. This raises very important 
question: on how many vertical section fracture profiles the measurements should 
be performed to obtain a reliable estimate of R5 ? The answer to this question 
obviously depends on the nature of anisotropy of fracture surface under 
investigation. A significant portion of the companion paper is devoted to 
analyze this problem' 17 >· If the angular orientation distribution of the surface 
elements on the fracture surface is symmetric with respect to the reference 
axis, then all the vertical section fracture profiles are statistically similar. 
In such a case, measurements of Rt and ~ on just ~ vertical section fracture 
profile gives a very reliable estimate of Rt · ~~ and hence R5 , without involving 
any further assumptions. As the angular orientation distribution of the surface 
elements on the fracture surface becomes asymmetric with respect to the reference 
axis, the different vertical section fracture profiles pertaining to different 
vertical section orientations differ from one another. An extreme case of an 
asymmmetric fracture is illustrated in Figure 8, where the angular orientation 
13 
distribution of the surface elements on the fracture surface have absolutely no 
symmetry with respect to the vertical reference axis. 
It is usually believed that there is one to one quantitative correlation~:; 
betweem the fracture surface roughness parameter R5 and the profile roughness 
parameter RL; i.e. measurement of RL on one fracture profile uniquely determines 
The present analysis clearly demonstrates that this is certainly not true 
in general. and it is not true even for symmetric fracture surfaces. For a 
s·nnmetric fracture surface, all the vertical section fracture profiles are 
statistically similar: R, · ~ is equal to R, · ~ on any one vertical section. 
Thus one can write: 
(19) 
The parameters ~ and Rt represent different independent properties of the 
fracture profile. Hence two different fracture profiles originating from two 
fracture surfaces having different R5 can have the same value of Rt provided the 
profile structure factor¢ is proportionally different. Thus, even for symmetric 
:ract~~e surfaces, the profile roughness parameter RL alone does not uniquely 
determineRs, it is the product of RL and~ that determines the surface roughness 
parameter R5 • Thus, the fracture process descriptors (for example, fracture 
toughness) should not be correlatea to profile roughness parameter Rt; such 
correlations may not be real, or the real correlations may not be observed. 
The assumption free estimation of surface roughness is necessary to establish 
true correlations with fracture process parameters. 
The present result for estimation of R5 is derived from the classical 
stereological relationship for estimation of total surface area per unit volume 
by intercept counting [equation (3)]. It may be argued that why can,t this 
14 
·esult be directly utilized for estimation of fracture surface area, and hence 
:he surface roughness parameter R5 ? Indeed, the result is applicable. in 
lrinciple, but serious experimental difficulties are involved in the direct 
ipplication of intercept counting technique to fracture surfaces; this has been 
:he basic impetus for the development of the model based relationships between 
The angular orientations of the surface elements on the fracture 
;urface are usually not random. Further, a fracture surface contained in a 
~eference volume represents a structure having extreme inhomogeniety: all the 
5urface area belongs to one surface. unlike grain boundaries in a microstructure. 
~here a large number of boundary interfaces are distributed throughout the 
;pecimen volume. Due to these reasons, to estimate fracture surface area by 
intercept counting, it is necessary to measure Pt for a large number of random 
angular orientations of the test line as well as a large number of different 
random locations of test line in the reference volume. For this purpose, it 
would be necessary to section the reference volume with sectioning planes of 
different angular orientations and at different random locations; some sectioning 
planes may not intersect the fracture surface at all. Thus, it is not 
practically feasible to directly use intercept counting for the measurement of 
fracture surface area. The present analysis eliminates the need for the use of 
test lines and the measurements need to be performed only on vertical sections, 
which always intersect fracture surface. Further, all the geometric information 
available on fracture profile is efficiently utilized for the estimation of R5 • 
CONCLUSIONS: A general assumption free method is developed for estimation of 
fracture surface roughness parameter from the measurements performed on the 
15 
vertical section fracture profiles. The input measurements are profile 
roughness parameter and angular orientation distribution of the line elements 
on fracture profile; these data are easily accessible via digital image 
analysis It is demonstrated that the general notion "rougher the fracture 
?rofile, the rougher is the fracture surface" is not quantitatively valid even 
for relatively simple symmetric fracture surfaces. 
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z Vertical cijd = tangent to arc sectioning 
element lj plane· 
gh = proJection of 
arc element ij • on line ab 
I ef = test line I 
orientation I I 
Q. 
( 8- ~p 7it(2) 
/ ab = projection 
Fracture profile direction 
of length A. <f) orientation 
0 
k ( fJ +rt:/2! .p+rt/2) 
a = angie between 
tangent cd and 
Z ... aXIS 
y -N 
(Normal to sectioning plane) 
Figure 7 . G e o m e t. r y i n v o l v e d i n c a l c u l a t. i o n o f 
AA(¢+~/2,9?+~/2). 
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?igure 8. Sxample of an asymme~ric frac~ure surface 
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ABSTRACT 
Surface roughness is an impor~ant a~~ribu~e of ~rac~ure 
surfaces. An assumption free method for ~stima~ion of 61trface 
~oughness presented in the companion paper is analyzed further 
in this paper. It is shown that three vertical sectioning 
plane orientations mutually at an angle of :20° con~ain 
~ufficient information for a reliable estimation of surface 
~oughness: in mas~ of the cases, the sampling error due ro 
~easuremen~s an a limited number tthree1 of ver~ical s~c~ion 
orien~ations should be less than 6% with the confidence 
A simplified procedure is presented for 
calculation of profile structure factor from the measurements 
of profile frequency function. A practical example of 
application of the present analysis involving measurement of 
fracture surface roughness of metal matrix composite is 
discussed. 
INTRODUCTION: The surface roughness parame1:er :.s quanti tativf:' 
surface ~nd i'ts roughness depend on ~he ma1:erial ~hemis'try, 
Tiicros1:ruc1:ure, ~nd the deformation and frac1:11rf:' process tha1: l~ad 
In t:he companion paper· a gener:::tl ~heore1:ical 
-reatment has been presen1:ed for the es1:ima1:ion of fracture surface 
-:-oughness parameter R.~ from t:he measurements performed on -he 
·rer-rical section fracture profiles. Such fracture profiles ~re 
surface. :'hus, all t-he uer'tical ser.'tioning [\lanes r.ont:ain ~he 
direction normal to the average topographic plane of t:he fracture 
surface: t:his common direction or 'zone axis' ~s ~ailed ver'tical 
The f:'Stimation of t:he frac'ture surface roughness parameter 
R~ involves the following measuremen'ts on the ~;ertical section 
~~acture profiles. 
~he fracture profile roughness parameter ? , ~hic:h is equal to 
~hf:' -r,.te leng'th of t:he :rac1:11re profile divided hy irs apparent: 
~rojec'tf:-d length (overlaps not countedl on a line perpendicular to 
t:he ver'tical axis and in t:he r.orresponding vertical sectioning 
plane·· J r see Figure - 1 J 
and, 
·~, ?rofile structure factor~·, defined as follows 
-;Jsimi Jlcosla +':'1"/2- :xit· f(o::) i ) 
~ is rh~ angle be~ween the tangen~ t~ an arc ~lemen~ on f~ac~ure 
~rofile ~nd the ver~ical axis !see Figure- 1); it specifies the 
~ngular ~rien~a~ion of an arc element In general, differen~ 
:!ne or ~rc ~lements on a fracture profile have rlifferent angular 
"rient:::ttions· t(r'Jl is the frequency ri.is'tribution funcrion of arc 
~lement 0r1entations in the fracture profile. Thus, f(t.l) dt.l is 
~qual -~ ~he fraction of profile length in the orien~ation range 
T t"0 : l - d(J I For ~he present purpose R is simply a rlummy 
Thtls, •.J is r:~mpler~ l y 
-~~ ~arameters R and 0 ~an be ~xperimentally measured. :n 
=-Pneral. ~n~rtical c:::ectioning pl:::~.nes of differen~ :::~.ngular 
orientations may re~ult in fracture profiles having different 
R, - R, • w ( 2) 
is an ~xpected ~r average value of the product 0f ~ 
=tnd 1.· -;n a s~t of v~rtical sectioning planes. No~~ rhat an average 
.,~ l ue ,... -·J.. rhe of R ~.nd f;f I 
Equation 
: 2! :s ~bsolutely general and it does no~ involve any assumptions 
concerning rhe nature of the fracture surface. This result forms 
rhe nasis ~or an :::~.ssumption free and ltnbiased estimation of the 
::ract11.re -:;urface roughness parameter R ::' from rhe measuremen~s of 
~ and ·~· p~rformed on the v~rtical sf!'ct.:ion fract.:11re profiles. 
:s '7:he purpose of this paper tr:'l focus on -:-:;,.e :;ract:ca.i. 
~spec~~ ~ssociated with applica~ion of equation (2) for e~~imation 
of :rac~ure surface !"oughness. The estimation of ?~ :nvolv~s 
measuremen~s of R. and ~ on a number of v~rtical sec~ioning plan~~ 
0f nifferent angular orientations. This amounts ~o s~atis~~cal 
:;ampling 0f R 1[1 values from t:he population, which "'.:::tises -·.>~o 
1ues~ions of significant practical importance: 
:Al nn now many vertical sectioning plane ori~n~ations is i-
n~cessary rr:'l measure R and 0 rr:'l obtain ~ r~liabl~ ~~~ima~~ nt F 
3\ 
:his sampling problem is analyzed in the next section with the 
~id of computer simulations. It is shown that the measur~men~s on 
thre~ vertical sectioning plane orientations mutually at an angle 
of 120° ~re sufficient for a reliable estimation of R In the 
subsequent s~ction a simple procedure is presen~~d for ~nalytical 
r:ts well ;;.s numerical calculation of the profile structnre :ac~o!" 
2inally, a practical example of ~n estimation of , is ry1ven 
for the tracture surface of a me~al matrix composite 
EFFICIENT SAMPLING PROCEDURE: Angular orientation 0f a surface 
~lemen~ ~s on a fracture surface is given by angl~s ~= ~nd ~= 
-
per~aining to i t:s normal N ~ as shown in Fig1:tre - 2 ~~ote r:hat Z 
axis is the vertical axis tdirection perpendicular to r:he average 
~opographir:: plane of the trac~urt:? surface!, As is ~he angle 
-
betwe~n ~ht:? normal N and Z axis, and o is the angle h~tween rhe 
-projec~ion of N~on XY plane and X-axis. The choice of X-axis is 
arbitrary in the plane perpendicular r:o X-axis. In general, 
different surface elemen~s on a fracture surface may have diff~renr: 
angular orien~a~ions. Let g(rp~, 8!) be the angular orient:at:ion 
distribu~ion funct:ion (SODF) of the surface elemen'ts on a fract:ure 
surface, such that g(rfl<:, 8:) sin B:: drp~ d8
3 
is equal to the fracr:ion 
of fract:ure surface area having angular orien'tations in the range 
r) to ( 6 ~ - dril ~) and 8 ~ 'to ! 8:: - d8 ::) . The SODF gt rp =' R -:l quan'tifiP.s 
-~e f~act:ure surface aniso~ropy Intersecr:ion of a surface ~1~men't 
.~~ on the frac'ttlre s11rface with a ver'tical sec~ioning plane yields 
an arc element: d~ on 'the ver~ical sec~ion frac'ture profile. ~he 
leng~h of such arc element and its angular orientation ~ in the 
sectioning plane (see Figure 1) basically depend on the 
orientation of the s11rface element oS given by angles rft~ and R ::' and 
the orien'tation of the vertical sectioning plane given by the angle 
~~(see Figure -3). It follows tha~ changes in f(al, and hence~, 
with the varia~ions in the ver~ical sect:ioning plane orient:ar:ion 
~~are basically determined by the SODF g (rfl~, R
5
). Similarly, the 
SODF also determines variation of R, as a funct:ion of the 
sectioning plane orientation rtt
0
. In other words, the range of 
values ()f the product R.~, ( ()r t spread • around the mean l in a 
population of vertical section fracture profiles of a given 
tract:ure surface is de~ermined by the SODF gCrflc, 9=). Thus, the 
average ()f population of Rr~l/r values is always equal to R:, bur: ~he 
variance is determined by the SODF of the frac~ure surface under 
invf=.:lstigation. ?or ~, 
r:::tndomly oriented fracture surface, ']( rfie, A :l ics c::onsr:ant r:. e , 
all the orientations are equally likely! and hencf=.:l all ~he f~acr~re 
~rofiles are statistically similar, and measurements on a single 
vertical section orientation can yield a reliable ecstimate of ?: 
~owever, t"eal fracture s11rtaces .:::;.re 11.nl ikely ~o ne randomly 
8riented due ~o the basic nature of the f~acture processes. 
-he SODF depends only on 1-1 _ and not on (,~ 1_ i e S\ rp-=, ::.) l rrtA _,, 
;;.nd 
~qual.ly likely. n S l l C n a CaSe , a 11 the 'l e r T i C. a l '5 e C t : 0 n f: ~aCT, 1. r e 
:;rofiles t=tre statistic::ally similar, .:::;.nd variance of R ru vt=tlues is 
expected to be very small. Hence, measurement of R.~ on a single 
vertical section orientation should give a reliable estimate of R=. 
!f rhe SOOF depends on both R~ and '•"~-: then different vertical 
c:;ection orientations can yield different values nf R. 1{1. The 
range of values of P 1J1 in a population of vertical sections ;:t:us 
riepends on how sensitive rhe SODF at~~' ~ l :s ~o the orientation 
parameter~=· The limiting case is a surface where all the surface 
elements have the same value of 0 '·although, -hey 11ay have 
different n values), i e., 
' .3) 
where, 6 ( tP e l is a de 1 ta f"~:tnct: ion a rou.nd tpe r'le I and g ( R e} is a 
function of R= only. The surfaces whose SODF can be represenTed by 
equation · .11 thus exhibit large vari:::t.rions in R. rb values ~n ~~e 
vertical section fracture profiles. :t follows that sn.ch s1trtaces 
.) 
·,..ronld !"~C:plire measurements of R. and It' on a number of vertical 
secr:on orientations to obtain a reliable value of P 0. ~nd hen~~ 
= -t follows that, ~he number of vertical section orientations 
~~cessary to obtain a reliable R= value of such surfaces should be 
~ufficient ~or a reliable estimation of the fracture surface 
-!etermination nf ~he 
necess:::try 
Thus, the problem reduces ro 
r1umber of v~rtical sectioning 9lane 
for reliable estimation n.;;. • L the 
~nrt-=tces whose SODF have tHnctional form given by eqt.tatlon ( -~ l, .:::tnd 
--Q ~~velopment ~t ~n etfic1ent sampling scheme -~ m1nimize -~e 
.; c:-:la.ss or ':"1lled c:;:;l_trfaces' :1f CJ'f=.tOmetry·· have 
Such r~led surfaces can be aenerated 
~v mov1ng a planar curve in a direction p~rpendicular to the plane 
Figure - ~ gives three examples of ruled surfaces 
~nd the corresponding generating planar curves. A corrugated sheet 
~san example of a ruled surface. In Figure- 5, the normal vector 
_.;;. ~ny ~urface element i~ parallel to the YZ plane, and hence ~he 
~~!entation angle of all ~he surface elements is equal to ~·2 
.... hus, -he SODF of ~uch r,_tled surfaces can be represented hy 
=~nation t3J with ~c equal to "'2: the function g (A=J i5 obviously 
~etermined by the nature of the generating planar curve. These 
I\ 
r-,tlfl!ld surfaces have following properties•·: 
is .=:ilways equal to 1 . 0 on the vertical section 
~erpendicular ~o the planar curve. 
has :::t m~ximum v~ l '.te r R)"' on the vert: i ca 1 ~ect ion which 
~ontains the planar aenerating curve, and fR~}~ is precisely 
equal to th~ R= of the ruled surface 
In rhe presen~ s~udy a ruled surface having a ·semicircular wav~ 
o-~n~ra r: ing r:-:urv~ (Figure -+a 1 was s im,lla ted on the CYBER - ·' n 
mainframe computer a~ Georgia Tech. =~ is assumed that ::he s1lrface 
is of i~finite extent and hence there are no ~dge etfec~~ ~~~ 
snrfac~ was sectioned by vertical sectioning planes of 'iiff~ren-c 
0ri~ntar:ions ~, at intervals of < 0 .1. in the range no 
~;;::;.lu~s .-;: ? and 1;r on .,..esul ting vertical c;er.tion profi l~s were 
-al<::nlar:ed and stored in -rh.~ comput~r memory. ~ext, ~hr~~ random 
·_ :-:.d~pendent l y; ::umber ..... epres~nting A. ·Jert i cal 
r)rlenr:ar:ion. The average of R !fr value~ of t:hese rhree tndepenri~nr: 
random vertical section profiles was calculated. Let t:his -;ample 
average he ( R .1j1) ~· The process was repeated one thousand times: 
each simulation represen~ing ver~ical section sampling hy three 
~lane-; of independent random orientations. Figure - R report~ 
~he f!"erp:tency of cccurrence of t:he s:::tmple average 1 R. If' J-:- :n r:he 0ne 
:nspection of Figure - R shows ~~ar:: 
:. ) The expected vt=tl,.te of ( R.rt' J = :~ indeed erp.tal ~o ? _ 
iii There is a very large spread in the 1R,~)= values 
Increasing the number of c;ec~ions upto seven did not decrease ~he 
spread ::1 { R ,tJr) :: significantly, It must be concluded ~ha~ ::he 
measur~ments on independent random vertical sections can not yield 
a reliable estimate of R= unless t:he measuremen~$ ~re ~erformed on 
an extremely large number of ver'tical sec~ ion orientations. ~n 
alt:ern~r:ive ro independent randcm ver~ical ~ections is ~v~tematic 
ver'tical section 
• I~~ 
sampling\'', where the firs't ver'tical sec'tion 
~rientation is random b11t subsequent orientations are Ghosen with 
~espec't to the first one in a systematic manner. This was carried 
'JUt as follows. 
: 1) Compu'ter generated a random number integer in the interval oo 
~o 1~no ~epresenting the orientation of the first ver'tiGal section 
.21 Orienta'tions of second and third vertical sec'tions were fixed 
1 2 o o ) and ( q,: - 2 4 0 o 1 I respectively. The avE~ragf!l value of 
::: 1: 1 0t -~e c::rJrresponding thre~ verr:ical section protil~c::; 1 R. , ... · ...,.,s 
r::alculated. 
1 3 l ,...he steps ( 1) and ( 2) were repea'ted one thousand times I 
representing one thousand experiments consisting of sampling by a 
randomly rotated triplet of three sectioning planes mutually at an 
angle cf 120°. Figure - 7 reports the frequency of occurrence 
of ( R ._11,) es values of the systematic samples generated in the one 
~housand simulations. It is interesting to no'te that: 
'a 1 -:,e expected value of ( R '.~') 
5
s is equal to R-: 
(b) all the values of ( Rlt/1) ss lie in a very narrow range 1. 545 to 
1.5951 i.e. 1.57 ~ 0.025 
Thus, one experiment involving three vertical section orientations 
mutually at an angle of 120° yields value of R
3 
with an error of 
less than ~2%, for a ruled surface having a ~semi circular wave' 
crenerating curve. In order to determine whether these results are 
~ensitive to the shape of generating planar curve associated with 
~uled surface 1 i.e. g(9=1 in equa~ion 131 l the following additional 
:-,.1led snrfaces were analyzed. 
r il Ruled surface with sine wave generating curve rsee Figure 
-l:bJ 
\ ii l ~uled surface with rec'tang11lar wave aenerating r::nrve 1 see 
~igure 4CI 
~he ruled surface with sine wave generating curve was simulated on 
less than ~2%. The ruled surface with rectangular generating wave 
(Figure ..;,cJ can be analyzed in a straight forward manner Using 
~imple aeometric arguments it can be shown that: 
( 4) 
R ... -r """ - + n m I cos cP: : .!i) 
Where, R.~ is the value pertaining to profile associated with ~he 
ver~ical section having orien~ation ~~and 2m is equal to ra~io of 
the total length of the vertical line segments of the rectangular 
generating r.1trve t:') the total length of its horizontal line 
::;egmen~s. ~f m=l, two third of the surface elemen~s have 
orientation l!l~ The v:::triation of ;n essentially 
q 
reflects a change in the f11nction g( ~ ) in eqtlation ( 8 l :: m=2, 
an% of surface area is parallel to the ver~ical axis !i.e. 0~="'2. 
For systematic vertical 
section sampling consisting of three ver~ical planes mutually at 
:2nQ, ~quation 14) yields the following result 
= 
• 
77f [ , cas <P: , • ' cos l' ~.,.. --:··] I 1" ! cos t<.k R ) 
......: 
It was observed that qs~ of ... !'le 
r R rfr l ~: ~n:\lues were within .:. s~ of R, vt:tll.le for ruled surface with 
m=l, and 95% of the (R 1_~') ~~values were within.:. 6% of R~ value for 
m=2 ~ote that the R~ value of a surface with m=2 is .5.0 (see 
~quat ion ( .; ) ) , and for this surface 80% of the surface area is 
parallel to the vertical axis. Real fracture surfaces are not 
aenera11y expected to have surface roughness higher than 5 o, and 
-hey are als~ nor ~xpected ro exhibit anisotropy worse rhan rha~ 
of a rectangular wt:tve ruled surface with m=2. :t is interesting 
ro note that, for a ruled surface with semicircular wave generating 
curve, al9~) (see equation (3)) is constant, (i.e., line elements 
on the generating curve have random orientations in the plane of 
the curve) , whereas for rectangular wave ruled surface g l 8::) 
basically consists of two spikes (one at R ::-=0, .?tnd second at 
?or a sine wave ruled surface gt8~) has a complicated 
10 
Eorm. However, .:.n ~ll three cases ~t least q5% of ( R ... ·.' 1 values 
.. 
are within ~ R% of the corresponding R= v~lue. 
~he SODF of any ~rbitr~ry fracture surf~ce can be writt~n :~ 
the fallowing form. 
( 7 ) 
wher~. '1>-= J ;:;,re ri.el ta f'~:t.nc'tions around different '.'= 
~re f~nc~ions nf ~, only 
In ;:;.11 these three limiting (:ases 
systematic vertical section sampling with three ver'tical sectioning 
planes mutually at an angle of 120°, is sufficient to obtain R:: 
value with an error of less R% with 9.'5% confidence. 7his 
<5ampling should also he .::;ufficient ~or any arbitrary frac'ture 
superimposition nf number riifferent S'~lrfaces, 
rotationally symmetric s1.trface, .::lnd a random surface 1. c:;ee ~rptatinn 
The .::lbove analysis leads to the following conclusions ;:;,pplicable 
to any fracture surface. 
111 Syst:ematic vertical section sampling is ext:remely 
efficient as compared to sampling by independent ~andom 
vertical sect:ions. 
l 1 
21 One experimen~ consisting of three vertical section 
orientations mutually at an angle of 120° is sufficien~ 
~o yield R~ value with sampling error of less than ~ ~~ 
with 95% confidence limit for real frac~ure surfaces. 
CALCULATION OF PROFILE STRUCTURE FACTOR: The experimen~al data on 
:9rof i le element orien'tation angles rr (see Figure 1 l can be 
Gonveniently grouped into histogram form. The values of rr range 
:rom no r~ 180°; this range can be divided into K classes having 
·~ l ass : :1 ~ e rva 1 ~ twhere, Let h~~ be 
rrof!le leng~h having the orien~ation angle rr in the ranger i-1~~ 
to il. Thus, h~ is the height of i:n histogram bar, and the iraex 
i takes integer values from 1 to K. By definition, 
ro f (et) dCL 
,l-l )!1 
and, 
h. j, = 
~quations ( 1) and (8) lead to the following results 
or, 
i k 
.., = . - sin g . ..l . ·~t I cos [ ~ + .,..'1 , J 










a = ! : s ln e . i c 0 s [ e + } - [ i -1 I 2) ~ J I d 9 i 12 1 
A gimple ~lgebraic manipulation of ~qua~ion : 12) give8 ~he 
following result. 
3. = stn [ (i - ±) u J · [ :.:os [ ;,_ ' \.• 1 3 ) 
7he ~oefficien~s a: depend on i, but ~hey are independent of the 
,a~ure of the frequency function lie they rio not riepend on n" 
Thus, ~he same set of values of the roefficients a, ran 
~rac~ure profile. ~able - - repor~s numerically ~alculated values 
of a:, in which the data is grouped into lB histograms of width ~ 
= ~'18=10°. This table and equation ( 11) provide a straightforward 
procedure for calculation of 0. If it is necessary to group the 
data into a total number of classes other than 18 (i.e. K = 18, l 
then equation ( 12) or ( 13) can be utilized for r<=llc,.tlation of a" 
roefficient:s. 
?RACTICAL EXAMPLE: Figure B is an SEM fractograpn of 7-he 
fracture surface of a composite material consisting of continuous 
11nidirectional fibers of alumina in the matrix of Al-Li alloy. The 
material was frac~ured by application of uniaxial tensile stress 
~erpendicular to the fibers. The fractures surface is anisotropic 
hecause of the material's anisotropic microstructure. The profile 
~~ructure factor 1;r, and the profile roughness parame~er R are 
~xpected to depend ~n the ~rientation of rh~ vertical sectioning 
13 
plane. The s~eps involved in the estimation of R are as follows. 
( 1 l Thick plating 1-, f fracture Sl.trtace ~: = 2 .:; .urn J to avoid 
distortion during sectioning and metallographic polishing. In ~he 
present case, the specimen was electroplated with a thick layer of 
c:-:opper 
r 2 l Metallographic sectioning along three vertical sectioning 
planes mut1.1ally at an angle of 120" and subseq,.tent rnetallographic 
polishing using standard techniques to clearly reveal the fracture 
Drofiles. Figures - 8 to 11 show the fracture profiles obtained 
:.n this manner 
!31 Jigitization of fracture profiles via semiautoma~~c or 
r:t1.ttomatic digital image analysis. In the present c;;\se, the 
profiles were digitized using a Zeiss digitizing tablet attached 
to a Video-Plan semiautomatic image analyzer. The process involves 
manual tracing of fracture profile using an electronic cursor. The 
instrument records the co-ordinates of points on fracture profile 
r:tt preselected fixed intervals; the intervel length is called 
·r,.tler length' The profile is thus represented by a series of 
line segments !Figure- 12); the total profile length ~o is equal 
to the sum of the lengths of all the line segments. The instrument 
also measures the angle a between each digitized line segment and 
the vertical axis. The frequency of these~ values is the profile 
frequency function f(a). The values of R. and f(a) were obtained 
in this manner and are reported in Figures 9 to - 11. 
1 4) The profile struct1.tre factor 1;1 is calculated by 
substituting histogram bar heights h~, and a: values from Table -
14 
: in equation t 11 l . 
151 The fracture surface roughness parameter R: is equal to 
the average value of the product R ~ on the three vertical 
sections In the present case, R~ is estimated to be equal ~o 2·17 
DISCUSSION: It is shown that the fracture surface roughness 
parameter R= can be estimated from the measurements of profile 
:roughness parameter R, and the profile structure factor 1: on the 
vertical section fractu.re profiles; measurements on three vertical 
section angular orientations mutually at an angle of 120° ran yield 
a reliable estimate of R ::· It is often observed that R varies 
systematically with the resolution or the 'ruler length' utilized 
for profile digitization. Careful experimental work of Banerji and 
Underwood (5) demonstrated that although R , increases with the 
decrease in the ruler length n, it approaches a finite value rR~) 0 
In other words, R, does not approach ~ as ~ •o, and hence 
fracture profiles do not exhibit classical fractal characteristics 
proposed by Richardson and Manderbolt'' The present analysis is 
applicable toR. value measured at any length of the ruler ~; the 
estimated R~ value reflects surface roughness at similar level of 
resolution. The analysis is equally applicable to extrapolated 
'true' profile roughness value (RL}~ as ~·o, the estimated value of 
~ 
R= then represents the surface roughness corresponding to n··o. 
The metallographic sectioning of fracture surface by vertical 
sectioning planes is proposed in the present work. However, actual 
physical sectioning of fracture s11rfaces is not necessary for 
application of the present analysis. For example, stereo pair 
images :~) can be utilized to generate the co-ordinates of points on 
fracture surface along different directions using SEM, and the 
9resent procedure can then be utilized for estimation of R~; this 
is ~xpected to be more efficient as compared to aeneration af 
'carpet plot' of fracture surface, because it involves sampling of 
~urface along line~ rather than 'areas' 
:t is likely that the surface roughness parameter R. ~ may 
develop such correlations it is necessary to estimate R~ without 
invoking any assumptions concerning the nature of -:-he fract,lre 
surface (which can be done using the present procedure), On the 
other hand, the profile roughness parameter RL may not correlate to 
fracture toughness or any·other fracture process descriptors for 
the simple reason that two or more surfaces with different R ~ 
value!l3 can yield fracture profiles having the same value of R ' 
Finally, it must be pointed out that surface roughness is only ~ne 
aeometric attribute of a given fracture surface. Thus, two 
fracture surfaces having the same value of R_ need not be similar. 
~ 
A detailed characterization of fracture surface geometry $hould be 
possible via estimation of the orientation distribution function 
g(~~~ ~:) and R~. Unfortunately, at present, there is no general, 
practically feasible procedure for estimation of the orientation 




estimat:ion of frac'ture surface roughness :::-om t:he measuremen-cs 
performed on the vertical section fracture profiles =~ :s ::;nown 
~hat appropriate measurements performed on three ver~ical section 
Grientations mutually ~t 120 4 yield ~eliable ec:;timates f ~he 
surface roughness parame~er R=. 
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An efficient sampling procedure is presented for estimation of :otal l~ne 
length per unit volume Lv· I:: involves the following seeps: \1) choose a 
vertical axis in the specimen, and cut the specimen to obtain VUR vertical slices 
of thickness a such that parallel planes of the slices contain the vertical 
direction, (2) observe the proiected image of a vertical slice using transmission 
microscopy such that beam direction is perpendicular to the slice, (3) count ::he 
number of intersections of the projected images of the lineal features of 
interest with cycloid shape test lines whose minor axis is perpendicular to 
vertical_pxis. The expected value of the number of intersections per unit 
length [I [lprj is related to Lv as follows: 
_2_ • r IcL; . . •prJ 
!~us, L.,. can be estimated from the measurements performed on the projected images 
of VUR ~ertical slices. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
One dimensional lineal features are often present L::1 microstr-•.;c:·..:.:es. 
For example, dislocation lines, grain edges, edges of faceted precipitates, ecc. 
are important geometric features in metallurgical microstructures. :n bioiogical 
structures, fibres, capillaries, tubules, etc. can be regarded cs ~~~eal 
features. It is of interest to estimate the total line length per unit 
microstructural volume It can be shown that (Smith and Guttman, 1953): 
·-:nere, Ls the expected value of the number of i::1cersections of :~e ~-~eal 
features of interest contained in a reference volume, with an IUR test plane of 
unit area placed in the reference volume. If the distribution of :he .~neal 
features is isotropic and homogenous, then the measurements on only one 
sectioning plane can yield a reliable estimate of L..r. However, the lineal 
features in microst~ctures often exhibit anisotropy, and in such cases it is 
necessary t:o perform the measurements on a number of sectioning planes of 
different isotropic orientations to obtain an estimate of QA, and hence L.:; such 
neasurements are tedious and time consuming. In this context it is necessarv 
:o point out that for a valid application of equation ~l) . :he only requirement 
is IUR sampling of the structure with a two dimensional test: surface: the test 
probe need not be a plane! For example, the result is applicable, if one counts 
the number of intersections of the lineal features with the surface of a test 
sphere (the orientations of surface elements on sphere are truly isocropic, 
which automatically takes care of 'I' in IUR!). However, such a test probe is 
not convenient in practice, at least at present. It is the purpose of this paper 
to design a test probe which is convenient in practice, and to derive a 
fundamental equation which relates Lv to the corresponding design based 
1 
measurements. The present work draws significantly from the elegant concept of 
'.rertical section sampling due to Baddeley, Gundersen, and Cruz Ori ve ( 1986) . 
It is shown that the intercept count performed on projected images of lineal 
features in vertical slices using a design based test 1 ine shape yields an 
efficient estimate of Lv in an unbiased manner; the result is assumption free. 
and it is applciable to any arbitrary ensemble of lineal features contained in 
a reference volume of any arbitrary shape. 
2 TIIEORY: 
::n the present context, a slice is defined as the microstructural ·.:olume 
contained between two parallel planes separated by distance ~; the quantity u 
is the thickness of the slice. For the analysis which follows, it is necessary 
to adopt a convention for specifying the angular orientations of lines and planes 
in three dimensional space; this is illustrated in Figure l. The concept of 
vertical slices can be developed as follows. 
(i) Consider an ensemble or a set of lineal features C of any arbitrary 
shapes and sizes contained in a reference space of any aribtrary shape. Let V
0 
be the volume of the reference space. Let Lt be the total length of all the 
lineal features C of interest contained in the reference space. ~ence, 
L~ 
L - ( 2) 
v vo 
(ii) Choose any arbitrary direction in 3D space as reference direction 
or vertical axis, and let this direction be the Z axis of the frame of reference. 
( ii) Once the vertical axis is specified, cut the reference volume 
(specimen) exhaustively into a number of slices of thickness u, such that 
parallel planes of all the slices contain the vertical axis; these are called 
2 
'Jertical slices. Figure 2 shows one such vertical slice. :here is absolutely 
~o restriction on the magnitude of the vertical slice thickness 6, i~ principle. 
There is no restriction on physical direction of the vertical axis, but once che 
·Jertical axis is selected, parallel planes of all the vertical slices must 
contain the vertical axis. The angular orientation of a vertical slice is 
specified by the normal N5 to its parallel planes. Obviously, for all vertical 
slices N
5 
lies in the xy plane (see Figure 2). For all vertical slices, :he a 
Jrientation angle (say, 8s) is equal to ~1 2 and the ~ orientation angle (say, 
; s) admits different values ranging f::om 0 t:o hr. 
Observe the projected image of a vertical slice of orientation ¢
5 
along 
:he projection direction N
5
. ~he lineal features in the vertical slice project 
as lines of different shapes and sizes in the projected image. The vertical axis 
can be identified in the projected image because it is a known direction in the 
slice and it is perpendicular to the projection direction Ns. ~ow superimpose 
a cycloid shape test line (see Baddeley et. al., 1986 for geometry of cycloid 
:est lines) of length 1 on the observed projected image of the vertical slice, 
such that the cycloid minor axis is perpendicula= to the vertical axis. :his 
2~cloid test line placed on the projected image is identical :o :he proiecticn 
of a cycloid test surface of area <L.~) contained in the vertical slice as shown 
:n Figure 3. This cycloid test surface is generated by placing our cycloid test 
line on the top face of the slice and moving it in the projection direction N5 
till the bottom face of the slice is reached (see Figure 3), without any rotation 
or tilting of the generating cycloid curve, or any translation in the plane of 
:he curve. The inspection of Figure 3 immediately leads to the following: the 
total number of intersections of the cycloid test surface with the lineal 
3 
eatures contained in the slice Qcys (~s) is precisely equal to the totai ~umoer 
f intersections of the corresponding cycloid test line with the projections of 
1e lineal features of interest in the projected image, [Ic ~ 5 )Jprj· 
Qcys (~s) "" [ Ic (~s) }prJ ( 3) 
id test surface has the following interesting geometric properti.es. 
(a) The surface area of cycloid surface in any orientation range a? to 
(9P + d8?) is directly proportional to sin9P d9P, as illustrated in Figure 4. 
<'b) :be tp orientation angle of all the surface elements on the cycloid 
:st sarface is same, and it is equal to (~ 5 + w/2). 
follows that Qcys ( q,s) represents the s in9 P weighted average value of the 
...unber c: intersections of test 
T/2 and ~P orient tion equal to (¢s + ~;2 ), with the .neal features of interest 
in the vertical slice ¢s. Let Qcys be the expecte 
by averaging Qcys<~s) over all the locations of cycloid test surface in vertical 
slice, all the orientations ~s of vertical slices, and all the locations of 
vertical slices in the reference volume. It follows that; 
qcys l 
l prj (4) 
·..;here. · Ic~prj is t:he corresponding average of the number of i.ntersecti.ons of 
projected images of lineal features in the vertical slices with corresponding 
cycloid test lines. The quantity [Ic]prj can be estimated by performing the 
measurements on VUR vertical slices. It follows that; 
(5) 
~here, Q (CrE) is number of intersections of lineal features C with plane E. 
The quantity on the right hand side of equation (5) is the (sin8~) ·..;eighted 
r' 
average value of the number of intersections of test planes of average area <l.u) 
contained in the reference volume with the set of lines C, averaged over all 
?OSsible locations and orientations of test planes in the reference volume V0 . 
It is now necessary to relate -Qcys to the total length of lineal features L- in 
reference volume V 
0 
or total line length per unit volume L._,. This can be done 
in a rigourous manner by utilizing some integral geometric concepts. 
The density of planes dE in three dimensional space is given by (Santalo, 
:976); 
,6) 
~here, 0 ~ 8P ~ ~/2; 0 ~ ¢p ~ 2~; - ~ < P < ~ (BP, ~P) specify the angular 
orientation, and P specifies the location of the plane E; P is equal to the 
signed distance of the plane E from a fixed reference point. Let A (V0 nE) be 
the area of intersection of plane E with the reference volume V0 ; if the plane 
does not intersect V0 then A (V0 nE) is equal to zero. For the planes which 
intersect V0 , A(V0 nE)dP is a volume element in the reference space, and hence 
t~e integral tfA(V0 nE)dP} for planes of fixed 8P and ¢P is equal to the magnitude 
of the reference volume V0 ; its value is independent of B? and ~p· 7hus, one 





It is useful to write equation (8) in an alternat.e form. 
(9) 
5 
The total length Lt of set of lines C contained in the reference volume V0 
satisfies the following integral geometric equation 
~ L- - f Q(CnE)dE (10) 
where, Q(CnE) is the number of intersections of lines C with plane E. 
Substituting equation (6) into equation (10) yields; 
or 
1r Lt - J J {;:12 Q (CI'IE) sin OpdSP} d ¢P dP 
? "'? 
Equations (9) and (12) yield; 
( r 12 Q (C'"'E) . .a dLI } d .J.. dP 
0 
,, s~n~P gp ~? 
f f { r/2 A (V0 nE) sin 8~d0P} d 4> dP p "'p 0 .. p 
or 
[f12 Q (CtiE) sin 8P d8P] 
0 
l L -2 v 





The integral in the denominator in the right hand side of equation \14) is 
precisely the sinBP weighted average value of area of sectioning planes resulting 
from intersection with V
0
; the quantity is averaged over all (}P' ¢p and P. As 
mentioned earlier cycloid surface represents (sinOP) weighted average of area 
of planes, and the integral in the numerator is precisely equal to Qcys (see 
equation (5)). Hence; 
or 
Lv - 2 Qcys 
Acys 





·.;here. prj is the expected value of the number of intersections of cycloid 
:est li~e with projected images of lineal feature of interest per unit :est line 
length. The result is completely assumption free; it is applicable to any 
ensemble of lineal features contained in any arbitrary shape reference volume. 
The result is design based, and the following experimental conditions must be 
satisfied for its valid application: 
(,a) 7he slices must be vertical slices, :..e., all the slices must be 
obtained such that parallel planes of each slice contain the vertical 
axis. 7he locations of slices must be uniform or =andom. 
(b) The projection direction must be perpendicular to parallel faces of 
slice. 
(c) In the projected image, the cycloid test line must be oriented such 
that the cycloid minor axis is perpendicular to the vertical axis. 
~ote that the above requirements only concern the experimental design, and they 
do not constitute any assumption concerning the geometry of microstructure. 
3. DISCUSSION 
7he steps involved in the application of the present result for estimation 
of total length of lineal features per unit volume L, are as follows: 
11) Choose a vertical axis in the specimen and let this be the Z- axis of 
the frame of reference. Any direction can be specified as vertical axis, just 
like for estimation of Sv from vertical sections. If the anisotropy of lineal 
features has rotational symmetry and microstructure is homogenous, then obviously 
the best choice for the vertical axis is the symmetry axis. In such a case just 
one vertical slice may yield a reliable estimate of Lr 
(ii) Once the vertical axis is specified, cut: t:he sample into a number of 
~roR vertical slices, such that the parallel planes of each slice contain the 
vertical axis. There is no restriction, in principle, on the magnitude of~. 
(iii) Observe the projected image of the microstructure contained in the 
slice; the projection direction must be perpendicular to the parallel planes of 
the slice. 
(iv) Identify the vertical axis in the projected image of the slice. This 
should be always possible because the vertical axis is a known direction in the 
':ertical slice and it is perpendicular to the projection direction. 
(v) Super impose a number of cycloid shaped test figures on the observed 
projected image such that the minor 2xis of cycloid is perpendicular to the 
vertical axis, but the locations of the cycloids should be uniform or random (see 
Figure 5). 
(~) Count the number of intersections of the projected images of lineal 
features observed with the test lines and calculate ( I[J prj 
intersections per unit line length of cycloid test lines. 
the number of 
(~i) Measure [ I[J prj in a number of VUR vertical slices and calculate its 
average value ti[lprj. 
(viii) Calculate Lv by using equation ( 16). 
The whole procedure is analogous to the estimation of surface area per unit 
volume Sv using vertical sections. However, there are the following important: 
differences: 
(a) In the present case vertical slices are required rather than vertical 
sections. 
(b) The measurements are performed on the projected image :ather than 
a two dimensional section. 
8 
(c) In the present case, the cycloid test line must be oriented such t':"lac 
the minor axis of cvcloid is perpendicular to the vertical axis. 
whereas for estimation of Sv from vertical sections, the cycloid 
minor axis must be parallel to the vertical axis. 
The choice of vertical axis determines the variations in 1 
J prj 
one vertical slice to another, and hence it determines the variance of c::.e 
measurements. Thus the number of vertical slices necessary to reduce c:.e 
sampling error to the desired level depends on which direction is chosen as 
·:ertical axis, although the expected value [ Itl prj is independent of :::-:.e ct:oice 
of vertical axis. For example, if the anisotropy of the lineal features has a 
rotational symmetry, then VUR vertical slices containing the symmetry axis can 
yield more efficient estimate of Lv than any alternative VUR slices. 
It is important to emphasize that the projection direction must 'oe 
perpendicular to the parallel planes of the slice, in order to uniquely identify 
the vertical axis in the projected image. The interpretation of :he 
stereological measurements performed on the projected images is often complicated 
due to the overlap and truncation effects. However, in the case o E lineal 
::eatures, the probabili t:y of overlapping is extremely small. ?urt:her. :he 
intersections of the lineal features with parallel planes of the slice are points 
and hence there is no truncation effect either. However, :here can be another 
type of overlap effect which can lead to significant error. For example if the 
microstructure contains precipitate particles and the lineal features, some 
segments of lineal features may not be observed in the projected image as t:hese 
segments may 'hide' behind the projected images of precipitates; this may lead 
to an underestimation of 4J. 7he extent of such underestimation depends on the 
presence and extent of other microstructural features present in the specimen, 
9 
if the problem can lead to significant error, then ~if should not be estimated 
from the projected image measurements. In order to apply the present technique, 
it is necessary to measure the slice thickness ~. A number of experiment of 
slice thickness; the choice of the method depends on the material under 
investigation. In many practical cases, all the slices obtained from the given 
specimen may not be of the same thickness. The present technique is applicable 
in such a case provided the thickness variation is appropriately accounted 
[IIlprj be the number of intersections of the lineal features with the cycloid 
:est lines of total length li in the ith slice of thickness ~;. i::quation 
can be recast in the following form. 
, :; I 
\ --- J 
(17) 
In some cases, a cycloid test line may intersect the edge of the frame of 
observation or the edge of the slice. In such a case, the cycloid test line is 
"partly in • partly out," and the test line length is equal to that portion of 
cycloid which is in the reference area. This 'effective' test line length can 
be measured as follows. Draw a tangent to the cycloid test line, ·..:here i:: 
intersects the frame edge. The angle a between the tangent and the vertical ais 
can be measured. Since the incrmental length of our cycloid is directly 
proportional to the cosine of the angle between the tangent and the vertical 
axis, the fraction of the cycloid length inside reference area can be easily 
calculated via integration of the cosine function between the appropriate limits. 
The present technique should be applicable for estimation of total length 
of tubules or fibers in a specimen provided their cross sectional area is very 
small. Dislocations in a single phase crystalline material present an ideal 
10 
situation for the application of the present proc ·J.res because (a) c=:ese 
features are truly one dimensional, \b) their orientac .s are often anisotropic, 
and (c) in a single phase material, there are no other phases or particles and 
hence no overlaps. 
-4 CONCLUSIONS 
A sampling procedure is developed for efficient. estimation of the total 
length of lineal features per unit volume from the measurements performed on the 
projected images of the vertical slices. It is shown that the line intercept 
count performed on the projected images of the lineal features ~sing a test 
figure of specific shape can yield an efficient. estimate of 
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(a) Angular orientation of a plane specified by angles 8P and ¢p 
pertaining to its normal N 
(b) Angular orientation of a line is specified by angles eL and ¢L 
pertaining to tangent vector T; orientation of curved line is 
different at different locations. 
Concept of vertical slice and specification of its orientation. 
Geometric interpretation of cycloid shape test line placed on 
projected image of vertical slice. 
Geometry of cycloid test surface. 
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It is shown that just three systematic vertical sections can 
yield most efficient and reliable estimate of the total surface 
area per unit volume Sv in homogenous materials microstructures 
having arbitrary anisotropy and geometry, provided the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(a) The vertical axis must be selected such that most of the 
surface area of interest is not parallel to the vertical axis. 
(b) The three vertical sections must be mutually at an angle 
of 120". 
(c) The intersection counts on each sectioning plane must be 
performed by using cycloid test lines having minor axis parallel 
to the vertical axis. 
To emphasize these design requirements the composite test 
probe is called "trisector". sv can be estimated with a maximum 
error of ±5% by using the following equation. 
where, [I~] 3 is the expected value of the intersection count per 
unit test line length when the measurements are performed on three 
planes of trisector. 
It is also shown that independent random vertical sections 
have little practical utility for estimation of sv in anisotropic 
materials microstructures, in general. Further, two perpendicular 
systematic vertical sections do not contain sufficient structural 
information for estimation of Sv in anisotropic materials 
microstructures, in general. 
INTRODUCTION 
Microstr'1Ctures usually contain internal surfaces or 
boundaries. The total area of the internal surfaces of interest 
per unit volume sv is a stereological attribute of considerable 
practical importance. Sv can be estimated from vertical sections 
by utilizing the following relationship (Baddeley, Gundersen, and 
Cruz-Or~ve, 1986). 
(1) 
I~ is the expected value of the number of intersections of oriented 
cycloid test line of unit length with the traces of the internal 
surfaces of interest observed in a set of vertical sections (see 
Baddeley et.al, 1986 for details). The estimation of Sv from the 
vertical sections requir-as VUR (vertical, uniform, and random) 
sampling of the structure: the measurements must be performed on 
the vertical sections of different angular orientations (rotation 
around the vertical axis), and at different locations in the 
specimen, with statistical uniformity. In practice, however, the 
measurements are performed only on a limited number of vertical 
sections and the number of placements of cycloid test lines are 
also limited. It follows that the experimentally estimated value 
of sv has a sampling error associated with it. This s~atistical 
sampling error is determined by the number of placements of the 
test line, the number and orientations of the vertical sections 
sampled, and the uniformity with which the structure is sampled on 
parallel vertical sections at different locations in the specimen. 
2 
The total statistical sampling error and the relative contributions 
from these factors depend on the choice of the vertical axis, 
anisotropy of microstructure, and homogeneity of microstructure. 
For example, in the case of homogenous microstructure having 
rotationally symmetric anisotropy, all the vertical sections 
containing the symmetry axis (chosen as vertical axis) are 
statistically similar, and hence any one such vertical section 
contains sufficient information for a reliable estimation of Sv; 
the sampling error is then primarily determined by the number of 
placements of test lines and statistical uniformity with which the 
test lines are placed on the vertical section. on the other hand 
if the anisotropy of microstructure is not rotationally symmetric, 
then a reliable value of Sv can not be obtained no matter how many 
measurements are performed on one vertical section or on a set of 
parallel vertical sections at different locations: it is imperative 
to perform the measurements on the vertical sections of different 
angular orientations. 
In the case of microstructures encountered in materials 
science, a significant amount of time and effort goes into 
metallographic sectioning, polishing, and etching to reveal the 
structure present in the sectioning plane. The effort necessary 
for the metallographic preparation often exceeds the effort 
involved in performing the stereological counting measurements, 
even when the measurements are performed manually! Thus, at least 
for applications in materials science, it is desirable to develope 
an efficient stereological procedure which can yield a reliable 
3 
estimate of sv from the measurements performed on few sectioning 
planes (preferably three or less, certainly not more than five), 
without involving any assumptions concerning the geometry or 
anisotropy of microstructure. Such a procedure need not yield an 
absolutely precise estimation of sv, however, it must ensure that 
the sampling error can be always kept below a few percent 
(typically, ± 5% or less). It is the purpose of this paper to 
develope such a sampling procedure. In this context it is 
necessary to point out that the materials microstructures can be 
regarded as homogenous for all the practical purposes. The 
parallel sectioning planes at different locations reveal the 
structures that are statistically similar. Thus, the sampling of 
structure on parallel sectioning planes is inefficient as compared 
to performing the same total number of measurements on one section 
of that orientation, with uniform placements of the test probe. 
However, the materials microstructures are often anisotropic and 
hence it is imperative to perform the measurements on the vertical 
sections of different angular orientations. Thus, it is the 
purpose of this paper to develope an efficient sampling procedure 
for estimation of sv, from the measurements performed on few 
vertical sections, in homogenous microstructure of any arbitrary 
anisotropy and geometry. The present analysis utilizes the full 
potential of the concept of vertical sections. It is shown that 
just three vertical sections can yield a reliable value of sv, 
provided the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) The three vertical sections must be mutually at an angle 
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of 120°. 
(b) The vertical axis must be chosen such that most of the 
surface elements of interest are not parallel to the vertical axis 
(i.e. the surface element normals are not perpendicular to the 
vertical axis) . 
(c) The intersection count on each sectioning plane must be 
performed by using cycloid test lines, such that cycloid minor axis 
is parallel to the vertical axis, as in Baddeley et.al, 1986. 
To emphasize the above three conditions, the composite test 
probe is called "trisector". It is shown that one application of 
trisector is sufficient to keep the sampling error below ± 5% for 
estimation of sv in any homogenous microstructure having any 
arbitrary anisotropy and geometry. 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Consider a homogenous microstructure containing internal 
surfaces of any arbitrary geometry and anisotropy. Specify the 
angular orientation (8,¢) of a surface element as shown in Figure 
1; z-axis of the reference frame is the vertical axis. Let 
dSv(8,¢) be the total area of the surface elements per unit volume, 
having angular orientation in the range e to (8 + de) and ¢ to (¢ 
+ d¢). Let dBA (8, ¢, ¢p) be the expected value of the total trace 
length per unit area resulting from intersections of the surface 
elements dSv (8,¢) with the vertical sectioning plane of angular 
orientation ¢p (see Figure 2 for specification of orientation of 
the vertical sectioning plane, obviously 8 P = 1r /2) . As the 
microstructure is assumed to be homogenous, the expected value dBA 
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(B,¢,¢p) is same for all parallel vertical sections of orientation 
¢p· Simple geometric considerations yield; 
1 
d BA(9,¢,¢P) = [1 - sin29 cos2 (¢- ¢.;:) ] 1dsv (9,¢) ( 2) 
Let a be the angle between tangents to the trace elements dBA 
(8,¢,¢p) and the vertical axis, in the vertical section ¢p· The 
angles a, e, ¢, and ¢pare related as follows. 
( 3) 
Let di~ (B,¢,¢p) be the expected value of the number of 
intersections of a cycloid shape test line (cycloid minor axis 
parallel to the vertical axis) with the trace elements dBA (8,¢,¢P) 
per unit test line length. The incremental length of our cycloid 
is directly proportional to sine•, where e• is the angle between 
the tangent to an arc element on the cycloid and the vertical axis 
(see Baddeley et.al, 1986). Hence, 
The integration yields~ 
(5) 
where, o ~ a ~ ~ 





Let [di~ (8,¢)Jm be the expected value when the measurements are 
performed on m vertical sections of orientations ¢~, 
¢~, ... , ¢~· It follows that; 
c 
[ dil ( 9, ¢) ] m = fm ( 9, ¢) . dSv ( 9,¢) 
where, 
= _21 [cos e + s~ne ~ Is in (¢-c;Dn) . cot·1 { . cot 9 } I J 





Let g(B,¢) be the orientation distribution function of the surface 
elements of interest in the microstructure, such that g(8,¢)d9d¢ 
is equal to the fraction of the surface area in the orientation 
range B to ( e + de ) and ¢ to ( ¢ + d¢) . For randomly oriented 
microstructure g(B,¢) is equal to sin 8/2rr. In general, 
dSv(9,¢) = Sv . g(9,¢)d9d¢ (10) 
where, 
0 ~ e ~ rr/2; 0 ~ ¢ ~ 2rr 
obviously, 




Let [I~Jm be the expected value of the total intersection count on 
m vertical sections of orientations 2 qJp I . . . , 
combining equations (8) ~d (10) gives the following result. 
where, 
21' 1'/2 




The quantity em is essentially an average value of fm(8,¢) obtained 
by averaging it over g(B 1 ¢). For an isotropic microstructure em is 
alway equal to 1/2 and it does not depend on m or the orientations 
of the vertical sections. As m approaches a very large value, em 
approaches 1/2, irrespective of the nature of anisotropy (i.e. 
g(B,¢)). However, in practical cases, m is small, and 
microstructure is often anisotropic, and hence em depends on m and 
the vertical section orient~tions ¢~, ¢~, ..• ¢~, ... ,¢=on which 
the measurements are performed. The quantity [I~Jm is estimated 
from the experimental measurements, but the value of em is unknown 
because g(8,¢) is unknown. Thus, for experimental estimation of 
sv, em is approximated by 1/2 (i.e. 1 its expected value) . The 
estimated value o= Sv then differs from its true value by a factor 
(2em), irrespective of how manv measurements are performed on the 
vertical sections ¢~, ... , In the homogenous 
anisotropic microstructures, this is the main source of the error. 
Recall that fm(B,¢) depends on m, the vertical section orientations 
¢~, ¢;, ... ¢~~ ... , ¢=, and the choice of the vertical axis. our 
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aim is to identify orientations ¢~, ¢;, ¢~, ••• 1 ¢~, and the 
choice of the vertical axis, for which fm ( B 1 <P) does not vary 
significantly with 8 and <P for reasonably small value of m. 
Suppose fm (8,¢) is always in the range f
0 
(1 ± € 0 ) for all 8 and¢, 
then one can write; 
c J21' JJ' /2 
[ I L J m = f o ( 1 ± Eo J 
0 0 




The quantity (1 + €
0
) gives the maximum possible error, when s., is 
estimated from the following equation (note that g(8 1 ¢) dBd<P < 1, 
by definition) : 
Note that f
0 
need not be equal to 1/2. Our goal is now as follows: 
(a) Identify orientations ¢~, <t>!, 
(b) Calculate f
0 
(c) Calculate € 0 
n m 
• • • <Pp I • • • I <Pp 
If €
0 
is small (i.e. ~ 0.05) for a small value of m then our 
problem is solved. In such a case, equation (15) should provide 
an estimate of Sv for any arbitrary homogenous anisotropic 




), apriori, provided sufficient number of measurements are 
performed with a statistical unif~rmity. The method for obtaining 




The systematically chosen ¢p values are expected to lead to 
smaller value of €
0 
for given m as compared to m independent random 
vertical sections (this will be demonstrated later) . 
orientation of the first vertical section be ¢~. 
remaining (m-1) orientations as follows. 
¢n = ¢1 + 2m11' . (n-1) 
p p 
where, 




~rote that sampling scheme m = 4 is equivalent to sampling on two 
mutually perpendicular vertical sections. The sampling scheme rn 
= 3 consists of three vertical sections mutually at 12a·, and rn = 
5 consists of five vertical sections, where consecutive sections 
are at an angle of 12·. Let us calculate the values of fm(B,¢) as 
follows. 
(1) Initialize the values of¢~, B, and¢ 
(2) Choose m = 3,4, or 5 
( 3) Calculate vertical section orientations ¢~ using equation ( 16) 
(4) Calculate fm (8,¢) using equation (9) 
(5) Repeat (1) to (4) for all the values of ¢~ in the range a· to 
(3!0) 0 at intervals of 1" 
(6) Repeat (1) to (5) for all the values of 8 in the range o· to 
go· at intervals of 5• 
(7) Repeat (1) to (6) for all the values of ¢ in the range a· to 
360. at intervals of 5• 
Thus, steps (1) to (7) involve calculation of (4,66,560/m) values 
1a 
of fm (8,¢) for each value of m. These calculations were performed 
on CYBER main frame computer at Georgia Institute of Technology. 
The calculations lead to the following observations and 
conclusions. 
(I) Five Sectioning Planes: The systematic sampling scheme m=S 
consists of five vertical sections, such that consecutive sections 
are at an angle of 72°. In this case, all the values of fm (8,~) 
were in the range o. 483 to o. 508, i.e. , ( o. 4955 ± o. 0125) ; see 
Figure 3. Thus, f
0 
is equal to 0. 4955 and €
0 
is equal 0. 025. 
Hence, equation (15) takes the following form. 
(17) 
The maximum possible error associated with the estimation of sv 
using equation ( 17) is ± 2. 5%. Note that equation ( 17) :s 
applicable to: (1) any arbitrary choice of vertical axis, (2) any 
arbitrary anisotropy g(8,¢), and (3) any arbitrary choice of the 
orientation of the first vertical section ¢~. Thus, if sufficient 
number of measurements are performed on these design based vertical 
sections with statistical uniformity then the total sampling error 
can be always kept below ± 2.5%. Interestingly, the value of fm 
(8,¢) averaged over all¢~ was found to be exactly equal to 0.500, 
for all the values of e and ¢, as expected. This provided cross 
check on the calculations. Thus, the total surface area per unit 
volume sv can be estimated in any homogenous microstructure of 
arbitrary anisotropy by performing the design based intersection 
count on five design based vertical sections, with the total 
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sampling error of less than± 2.5%, provided the sufficient number 
of measurements are performed with statistical uniformity; the five 
vertical sectioning planes must be such that the consecutive planes 
are at an angle of 72°. This provides a practical solution for 
applications in materials science. However, it is of interest ~o 
investigate if less than five vertical sections can yield a 
reasonable practical solution. 
(II) Three Sectioning Planes: Configuration m=J consists of three 
vertical sections that are mutually at an angle of 120°o In this 
case all the values of fm(B,¢) were in the range 0.453 to 0.524, 
i.e., 0.488 ± 0.036. Figure 4 shows the frequency of occurance of 
fm (8,¢) values. Thus, fm (8,¢) varies about± 7.4% around the 
value 0.488. For an acceptable solution it is necessary to reduce 
the variation of fm { e ,¢) to ± 5% or less around some value f
0
• 
Figure 5 shows the distribution of fm {8,~) for all 8 values less 
than 85°: fm (B,~) is always in the range 0.476 to 0.518, i.e., 
0. 497 ± . 021, a variation of + 4. 2% around f
0 
equal to 0. 497. 
Figure 6 shows distribution of fm (8,~) values for e in the range 
85° to 90°; these values are in the range 0.453 to 0.524. 
Inspection of Figures 5 and 6, and these data point to a criterian 
for clever choice of the vertical axis. Note that e is the angle 
between the normal to a surface element and the vertical axis. 
suppose the vertical axis is chosen such that most of the surface 
elements are not parallel or almost parallel to the vertical axis 
(i.e. most of the e values are less than 85°). To be more precise, 
let us say that the vertical axis is chosen such that at least 90% 
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of the surface area corresponds to orientations a less than 85° 
(for an isotropic structure 91.3% of the surface area is oriented 
such that a < 85°, for any arbitrary vertical axis). In such a 
case, a simple calculation shows that em (see equations (11) and 
(12)) must be in the range 0.497 ± 0.024. Hence, 
The maximum possible error involved in using equation ( 18) for 
estimation of Sv is ± 5%. Thus, the total surface area in any 
homogenous anisotropic microstructure can be estimated from just 
three vertical sections with a maximum sampling error of ± 5%, 
provided sufficient number of measurements are performed on these 
vertical sections. The sampling error of ± 5% is quite acceptable 
in most applications. Thus, equations (18) provides an efficient 
procedure for estimation of sv in homogenous anisotropic 
microstructures. However, for a valid application of this result, 
the following conditions must be satisfied. 
(1) The vertical axis must be chosen such that at least 90% 
of the surface elements are not parallel to the vertical axis (i.e. 
surface element normals are not perpendicular to the vertical 
axis) . 
( 2) The measurements must be performed on three vertical 
sections mutually at 120°. 
(3) On each of the three vertical sections, the intersection 
count must be performed using cycloid shape test lines having 
cycloid minor axis parallel to the vertical axis. 
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In order to emphasize these three design requirements, the 
composite test probe having these characteristics is called 
"trisector". The geometry of trisector is illustrated in Figure 
7. The trisector yieldr nost efficient procedure for the 
measurement of in homogenous anisotropic materials 
microstructures; the metallographic polishing and etching is 
required only on three sections irrespective of anisotropy or 
geometry of microstructure. It is necessary to utilize equation 
(18) for estimation of Sv. Note that in trisector all the aspects 
of sampling are designed; the metallographer does not have the 
choice for vertical axis, vertical section orientations, or test 
line shape and orientation. 
(III) Two Sectioning Planes: It is of interest to explore whether 
two perpendicular vertical sections contain sufficient information 
for a reliable estimation of sv in homogenous anisotropic 
microstructures. Figure 8 shows the distribution of fm ( 8,¢) 
values for this case; the values range from 0.393 to 0.555. Thus, 
there is± 17% variation around f 0 equal to 0.474, which is clearly 
not acceptable. Even if the vertical axis is chosen such that most 
of the surface elements are not parallel to the vertical axis, the 
variation of fm (8,¢) for 8 < as• is still quite significant. It 
may be concluded that, in general, two perpendicular vertical 
sections do not contain sufficient microstructural information for 
a reliable estimation of Sv. This conclusion (although a negative 
one) is important because metallographers often perform 
measurements on perpendicular sectioning planes! 
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(IV) Random Vertical Sections: It is of interest to explore 
whether a reliable value of sv can be obtained from the 
measurements performed on few independent random vertical sections. 
the independent random vertical sections are. The steps involved 
nputer calculations are as follows: 
(1) Pick m random number integers in the interval 0 to 360 
by using random number generator, representing the orientations of 
m vertical sectioning planes. 
(2) Calculate fm (a,¢) for given a and¢ using equation (9). 
(3) Repeat calculation for all a in the range oo to 90° at 
intervels of so and for all ¢ in the range oo to 360° at intervels 
. of 5" . 
(4) Repeat the calculations 1000 times, for m independent 
random sections~ each of the 1000 simulations representing 
sectioning by m independent random vertical sectioning planes. 
Figure 9 shows that frequency of occurrence of fm (B,¢) values 
when a = 60 • and ¢ = 30 ° for 3 independent random vertical 
sections. Interestingly, fm ( B ,¢) varies from 0. 258 to 0. 702. 
Figure 10 shows the distribution for seven independent random 
sections when B = 60° and¢= 30°: the spread in fm (B,¢) values 
does not decrease significantly. The over all frequency 
distribution (all B and ¢ included) for m = 3 and m = 5 is shown 
in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. Form= 3, fm (B,¢) values 
range from 0. 014 to 0. 785. Thus, depending on the orientation 
distribution function g (a,¢), the estimated value of sv from 
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measurements performed on three independent random sections may 
differ from its true value by an order of magnitude even if a very 
large number of measurements are performed on the three sections! 
Increasing the number of independent random sections to five does 
not improve the state of affairs any significantly (see Figure 11). 
:t is interesting to compare Figures 10 and 11 with the 
corresponding Figures 3 and 4 for systematic vertical sections. 
It must be concluded that independent random vertical section 
orientations can not yield a reliable value of sv in anisotropic 
~icrostructures, in general. 
DISCUSSION 
The analysis presented in the last section concerns estimation 
of surface area per unit volume in the homogenous anisotropic 
microstructures encountered in materials science. As mentioned 
earlier, to clearly reveal the structure present in the sectioning 
plane a significant amount of tedious, time consuming (and boring) 
work in necessary for metallographic sectioning, polishing, and 
etching. These efforts are absolutely necessary before any 
quantification can be attempted. Thus, it is desired to develope 
the sampling procedures which can yield reliable values of the 
stereological attributes from the measurements performed on few 
sectioning planes~ the present analysis provides such a procedure 
for estimation of Sv using trisector. 
involves the following steps: 
This sampling procedure 
( 1) Choose the vertical axis such that at least 9(.1% of 
surface area of interest is not parallel to the vertical axis. 
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(2) Generate three vertical sections which are mutually at 
an angle of 120°. 
(3) On each plane of the trisector generated by steps (1) and 
(2) perform intersection count using cycloid test lines, keeping 
cycloid minor axis parallel to vertical axis. Perform these 
intersection counts with statistical uniformity on all three planes 
of trisector. 
(4) Calculate average number of intersections per unit test 
line length [I~] 3 from the measurements performed, and estimate sv 
using the following equation. 
(18) 
If sufficient number of measurements are performed with statistical 
uniformity on the three planes of the trisector, then using 
equation (18) sv can be estimated with an error of at the most ± 
5%. It is important to emphasize that a three planes of the 
trisector have equal 'weightage.' Thus, the number of placements 
of test lines and the total test line length utilized should be the 
same on all three planes. For example, if test line is placed 100 
times on one plane of trisector at different locations and it is 
placed only 10 times each on other two planes, then the resulting 
[I~] 3 value will be biased, and then equation (18) can not give a 
reliable value of Sv. 
The Sv value estimated using trisector can have an error of + 
5%, (maximum), no matter how many measurements are performed. 
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Hence it is futile to estimate [I~] 3 with a standard error lower 
than ± 5% with 99% confidence. If a value of Sv with an error less 
than ± 5% is desired (not very likely) then the measurements should 
be performed on five vertical sectioning planes such that 
consecutive planes are at an angle of 72 o. For such sampling 
scheme, the choice of vertical axis is absolutely arbitrary, and 
sv can be estimated using equation (17) with an error of only ± 
2. 5%. However, the amount of effort involved increases by at least 
66%. 
An important question which remains to be analyzed is "How 
practical is the use of trisector?" In trisector, the vertical 
axis must be oriented such that at least 90% of the surface area 
is not parallel or almost parallel to the vertical axis. can such 
a choice of vertical axis lead to practical difficulties in 
sectioning? Fortunately, the vertical axis choice dictated by 
trisector, is most simple to adopt in practice! consider grain 
boundaries or inclusions in a cold rolled metal or alloy. The 
grain boundaries and inclusions tend to elongate along the rolling 
direction. The trisector dictates that vertical axis should be 
perpendicular to the plane of the rolled sheet. It is always 
simple to cut a rolled sheet along vertical sections perpendicular 
to the plane of the rolled sheet as required in trisector (see 
Figure 13). It would be difficult to section parallel to sheet or 
along different planes containing the rolling direction. consider 
the microstructure of an extruded or wire drawn material where the 
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internal surfaces tend to be parallel to the wire axis or extrusion 
direction. It is easier to cut such a material along planes where 
vertical axis is perpendicular to the wire axis or extrusion axis, 
as compared to sectioning on three planes containing the wire axis 
or extrusion axis. One can draw similar conclusions for other 
anisotropic microstructures. 
dictated by trisector is 
considerations. 
Thus, the choice of the vertical axis 
quite suitable from the practical 
The use of trisector requires sectioning on three planes 
mutually at 120°. This is not difficult in practice. It is easy 
to fabricate a fixture with three slots mutually at 120° to hold 
the specimen mounted in a resin, which can be then sectioned along 
the slots. Thus, the vertical sectioning required for trisector 
is practically feasible. 
An important outcome of the present work is a very clear 
demonstration of how useless independent random sections are. For 
all practical purposes, independent random vertical sections can 
not yield a reliable estimate of Sv in anisotropic microstructure, 
unless the measurements are performed on very large number of 
sections. In materials microstructures it is not practical (and 
in some cases it is not even possible!) to section a specimen along 
more than five planes of different orientations. Thus, in general, 
independent random vertical sections have no practical utility for 
estimation of sv in anisotropic materials microstructures. In 
contrast, just three systematic vertical sections mutually at 120° 




developed for the 
feasible efficient 





boundar~es in homogenous anisotropic microstructures encountered 
in materials science. It is shown that three vertical sections 
(with specifically chose .. vertical axis) mutually at an angle of 
120 o contain sufficient structural information for a reliable 
estimation of sv. 
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ABSTRACT 
Line intersection count IL (e) in a two dimensional section 
through a three dimensional anisotropic microstructure depends on 
the test line orientation a. If IL(e) is represented by a Fourier 
series, then each coefficient of the series is uniquely related to 
the intersection counts pertaining to two design based test lines 
in a simple manner. Thus, the Fourier coefficients can be 
estimated directly via design based intersection counting. This 
provides an efficient procedure for quantification of anisotropy 
in two dimensions, as a few terms of the series can yield 
reasonably accurate representation of IL (e) • This input can be 
utilized for estimation of anisotropy in three dimensions using the 
established stereological procedures. 
INTRODUCTION: 
Physical processes often generate microstructures that are 
anisotropic. The properties of such materials are sensitive to the 
nature and the extent of the microstructural anisotropy. For 
example, the mechanical properties are influenced by the anisotropy 
of the internal surfaces in microstructure. However, assumption 
free experimental measurements of anisotropy are scanty, although 
the required stereological equations are available for more than 
twenty years (see, Hilliard, (1967)). This is due to the fact that 
very significant amount of measurement effort is necessary for the 
characterization of microstructural anisotropy. 
During pa. five years or so, efficient design based 
stereological r ~::>cedures have been developed for estimation of 
global microst ;tural properties such as number per unit volume 
(Sterio (1984), Cruz-Orive (1986)), surface area per unit volume 
(Baddeley et. ., 86)), and total length per unit volume 
(Gokhale, (1989)). To the best knowledge of the author efficient 
design based stereological procedure is not available in the 
literature for assumption free characterization of anisotropy. It 
is the purpose of this contribution to develope simple design based 
intersection count technique for quantification of anisotropy in 
a two dimensional section: the necessary basic input for 
characterization of anisotropy in three dimensions. 
Hilliard (1967) developed the mathematical frame work for 
calculation of the orientation distribution function of internal 
surfaces in microstructure from the measurements of line 
intersection counts as a function of test line orientation in the 
three dimensional space. In practice, the number of intersections 
can be measured as a function of test line orientation in a 
sectioning plane of known angular orientation: the procedure is 
then repeated on the sectioning planes of different known 
orientations. It is interesting to note that a set of vertical 
sections contains test lines of all possible orientations in the 
three dimensional space (see, Baddeley et. al. (1986)), and hence 
it contains sufficient information for quantification of anisotropy 
of internal surfaces in microstructure. Similarly, a set of 
vertical slices (Gokhale (1989)) contains all the angular 
orientations of test planes for quantification of anisotropy of 
lineal features from similar intersection counts performed on the 
projected images. The orientation distribution function of 
internal surfaces or lines can be thus calculated from the 
measurements performed on vertical sections, or the projected 
images of vertical slices, respectively. The necessary procedure 
is given by Hilliard (1967). The present analysis is concerned 
with obtaining the required intersection count data in a two 
dimensional section in an efficient manner by using design based 
test line shapes. 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Consider a two dimensional section through a three dimensional 
microstructure containing internal surfaces. The two dimensional 
section contains line traces of the internal surfaces resulting 
from the intersections of the surfaces with the sectioning plane. 
This set of lines (or line traces) is of interest for the 
characterization of anisotropy. Let a be the angle between a 
straight test line and the reference direction (vertical axis, if 
the sectioning plane is vertical) . Let IL ( 8 ) be the expected 
number of intersections of a straight test line of orientation e 
with the line traces of interest per unit test line length. For 
an anisotropic set of line traces in the two dimensional section 
IL(8) varies ·..vith e. The aim is to estimate the function IL (e) 
experimentally without any assumptions. The traditional procedure 
involves the estimation of IL(8) at 10• intervals of B to cover 
the range o 0 to 180 •, i.e., intersection counts pertaining to 
eighteen straight test lines of different known orientations. T'his 
discrete data forms the input to calculate the analytical form for 
(8) using a suitable numerical procedure. Typically, IL (e) is 
expanded in terms of a series, and the unknown coefficients of the 
series are calculated from the experimental data. We shall now 
develope design based test line shapes such that the corresponding 
intersection counts directly give the required coefficients, there 
by decreasing the measurement effort and eliminating the processing 
of the raw data. Let us represent IL (a) in terms of a Fourier 
series as follows. 
co co 




, am, and bn are the unknown coefficients. In general, 
these coefficients depend on the orientation of the sectioning 
plane. Note that the units for all the coefficients are number per 
unit length. The orientations 8 and (8 + ~) represent the same 
test lines. It follows that; 
( 2) 
Hence, all the odd coefficients in equation (1) must be equal to 













where, [ IL] ci r is the expected number of intersections of the line 
traces with a circular test line of unit length. Thus, the 
intersection count pertaining to a test line of circular shape is 
equal to the coefficient a 0 • The Fourier coefficients a 2m and b2n 
are given as follows. 




b2n = 2 r sin ( 2n9) IL (9) d9 1f . 
0 
( 6) 
Write equations (5) and (6) in following useful alternate forms. 
a2m = 2 [ j ( [1 + cos (2m9)] Id9) d9 - [Idcir J (7) 
and, 
( 8) 
All that is required now is the interpretation of the integrals in 
equations (7) and (8) in terms of intersections counts pertaining 
to the test line of specific shapes. Consider a test line shape 
such that the infinitesimal test line length d~(B) in the 
orientation range B to (B + dB) is given as follows. 
dlm(9) = ~ [1 +cos (2m9)J de ( 9) 
where, ~ is the total test line length covering all the 
orientations o S 8 S 1r. Let [ IL] a2m be the expected number of 
intersections of this test lines with the line traces of interest 
per unit test line length. It follows that: 
(10) 
Equations (9) and (10) give the following result 
[Itlazm = ~ r [1 + cos(2m)9] It (9) d9 
0 
(11) 
Combining equations (7) and (11) gives the following interesting 
result. 
(12) 
The Fourier coefficient a2m is precisely equal to two times the 
difference between the design based intersection counts pertaining 
to two test lines of specific shapes. 
following result can be derived. 
In a similar manner, the 
(13) 
where, [IL]~n is the intersection count pertaining to a test line 
whose shape is such that its length dLn{9) in the orientation range 
B to (8 + de) is given by the following equation. 
dLn (9) = ~ [1 +sin (2n9)] de (14) 
Lrl is the total line length covering orientations o $ B ::; 1r. 
Equations (12) and (13) are assumption free, i.e., they are not 
model based. In most of the practical cases few terms of the 
Fourier series yield reasonably accurate representation of IL (8). 
In other words, the measurements of intersection counts using few 
design based test line shapes is sufficient to characterize the 
anisotropy in two dimensions. The present procedure reduces the 
measurement effort significantly and it eliminates the traditional 
processing of raw data to recover IL ( 9) from the experimental 
information. It remains to determine the equations of the 
necessary design based test lines. 
Design Based Test Line Shapes: Consider a curved test line of 
total length L, such that; 
dL(9) = ~ G (9) de (15) 
where, dL(9) is the test line length in the orientation range a to 
(9 +dO), Lis the total test line length covering all orientations 
range o ~ B ~ ~, and, 
c = r G(9)d9 
0 
(16) 
any continuous function of B in the interval o ~ B ~ rr, 
at G(B) ~ o, and G(S) is finite in the interval o ~ 8 ~ rr. 
1xis be the reference axis. A curve represented by the 
.ng parametric equation satisfies equations (15) and (16). 
L Ie Y = Yo + C 
0 
cosa . G (9) de 
(17) 
e 
X = Xo + ~ I s ina • G (a) d9 
0 
l is any arbitrary paine in XY - plane, and it only specifies 
=ation of the line in XY plane. Equation (17) provides a 
l algorithm for determination of design based test line shape 
ad by equations (15) and (16). 
or determination of cosine Fourier coefficients, the test 
hape must be such that G (e) is equal to [ 1 + cos ( 2m8) ] . 
for determination of the coefficients a 2m the design based 
ines have the following parametric equations. 
e 
Y2,. = Y0 + 7 I cosa [1 + cos(2m9) ]d9 
0 
a 
Xzm = X0 + 7 I sine [1 + cos(2m9) ]d9 
0 
(18) 
{ 2m) are the co-ordinate points of the required lines. 
Similarly, the parametric equations of the test lines for 
measurements of Fourier sine coefficients b2n are as follows. 
Y2n = I
e 
case [1 + sin(2n9)]d9 
0 
'I 
X0 + ~ J sine [1 + sin(2ne) ]de 
0 
(19) 
and o ~ B ~ 1r 




equal to zero 
in equations (17) to (19). The specific equations for test line 
shapes necessary for measurements of first few Fourier coefficients 
are as follows. 
Test line for 
measuring az 
Test line for 
measuring a 4 
Test line for 
measuring b 2 
Test line for 
measuring b4 
y _ 2L 
-li [ 3sine - sin3e] 
X=# [ 1 - cos3e] 
y = 2L [15sine - 20sin3e +12sin5e] 1571' 
X = 1
2
5L,.,. [ 7 - 15cose + 2 ocos
3e - 12cos5e] 
Y = ~ [ f + sin e - ~ cos3e] 
( 2 0) 
( 21) 
(22) 
Y = ~ [sine+ i {1 -cos39} + 1~ {1 - cos49}] 
(23) 
x = ~ [1 - case + isin39 - 1~ sin49] 
Figures 1 and 2 depict the test line shapes for measurements of, 
and b, • In all the cases Y-axis is the reference .. 
direction. The test line shapes for higher coefficients can be 
easily generated from equations (18) and (19). As shown in Figures 
1 and 2 the total test line length is directly related to the 
length of the test figures along x-axis. 
DISCUSSION 
The main results of the present work are contained in 
equations (12) and (13). It is shown that if IL(&) is represented 
by a Fourier series, then each Fourier coefficient is uniquely 
related to two design based intersection counts. Although, the 
Fourier series is utilized in the present work, the function IL(8) 
can be also represented by a series of a set of any orthogonal 
functions: the same logic can be utilized to estimate the unknown 
coefficients via intersection counts pertaining to some other 
design based test line shapes. 
The Fourier coefficients a 2m and b2n are expected to depend on 
the orientation of the sectioning plane in which the intersection 
counts are performed. However, if the anisotropy is rotationally 
symmetric, then IL{8) estimated on a single two dimensional section 
(or in a set of uniformly spaced parallel sections if 
microstructure is inhomogenous) containing the symmetry axis 
(chosen as reference direction) contains sufficient information for 
calculation of the orientation distribution function of the 
surfaces of interest in the microstructure (see Hilliard, (1967)). 
This is because in such a case all the sectioning planes containing 
the symmetry axis contain statistically equivalent structural 
information, and hence Il(B) is same on all such planes. 
Recently, Benes (1989) has proposed a model based procedure 
for measurement of Il(8) represented in the following model form. 
(24) 
To estimate the anisotropy in a two dimensional section, Benes 
measured It(8) for twelve different straight test line orientations 
at intervals of 15• in the range o• ~ 8 ~ lao·, and utilized a 
sophisticated regression analysis for estimating a
0
, a 2 and b 2 from 
these data. However, using the present analysis, it is necessary 
to measure the intersection counts pertaining to only three design 
based test lines (circle for a
0
, test line shape in Figure l(a) for 
a 2 , and test line shape in Figure 2 (a) for b2) for the direct 
estimation of the coefficients a
0
, a 2 and b 2 • This reduces the 
amount of measurement effort by a factor of four and eliminates 
the need for any regression analysis! Further, in the case of 
Benes• (1989) specimens of extruded aluminium alloy, the anisotropy 
is expected to be rotationally symmetric with respect to the 
extrusion direction (see Figure 3 in Benes (1989), further, 
... 
calculated coefficients a and b are almost an order of magnitude 
smaller than c and d in his calculations of anisotropy in three 
dimensions). In such a case, the model proposed by Benes reduces 
to the following form. 
(25) 
Thus, the intersection counts pertaining to just two design based 
test lines (circle for estimating d, and Figure - la for estimating 
c) on just ~ sectioning plane containing the extrusion direction 
is sufficient for direct estimation of the model parameters c and 
d! 
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The objective of this research project is the development 
of general techniques for the quantitative characterization of 
the geometry of the fracture surfaces and the microstructural 
features involved in the deformation and fracture processes. 
This involves the applications and development of unbiased and 
assumption free stereological relationships. The research 
consists of analytical theoretical work, computer simulations 
and calculations, and the experimental measurements. We have 
made very significant progress during the last one year. These 
results are reported in nine publications in the scientific 
journals and conference proceedings. The research efforts have 
resulted in twelve presentations in the conferences and 
seminars. These presentations include four invited lectures: 
one of these presentations was the invited theme lecture in the 
8th International Congress for Stereo logy. One student has 
completed his M.S. thesis work, and another student is close to 
the completion of his Ph.D. thesis work. our results are 
equally useful for the quantification of biological structures; 
our publications are cited in the papers published by other 
research workers in the journals such as Experimental 
Physiology, and American Journal of Physiology. The following 
is the summary of the progress. 
THEORETICAL DEYELQPMENTS 
(1) A new stereological technique is developed for the 
estimation of the length density of lineal microstructural 
features from the projected images of the slices (or foils) of 
unknown and variable thickness. The result is assumption-free 
and yields unbiased estimates. It is useful for~the estimation 
of dislocation density from TEM foils of unknown and variable 
thickness. 
Publications: No. 1; Presentations: No. 1 
(2) A technique has been developed for the calculation of the 
evolution of bivariate size distributions from the given models 
for growth/shrinkage rate and nucleation/annihilation rate. The 
result is useful for modelling size distributions of cavities 
and voids during creep or creep-fatigue processes. The 
procedure can be also used to calculate bivariate particle 
growth rates from experimentally measured bivariate size 
distributions. 
Publications: No. 3, and 7; Presentations: No. 5 
(3) A simple technique is developed to measure the growth rates 
of thermally induced microcracks resulting from thermal cycling 
of composites. 
Publications: No. 5; Presentations: No. 2 and 6 
(4) Statistical analysis of fracture profiles is carried out 
to determine efficient sampling procedures for profilometry of 
fracture profiles. 
Presentation: No. 11 
(5) Theoretical analysis is carried out for interpretation of 
experimentally measured 'fractal dimension' obtained from 
different techniques. 
Publication: No. 2; Presentations: No. 4,7 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
(1) Stereological techniques were utilized to quantify the damage 
evolution during the thermal cycling of metal-matrix composite 
consisting of aligned alumina fibers distributea in Al-Li alloy 
matrix. The evolution of microcracks was monitored as a function 
of the number of thermal cycles. The volume fraction, surface area 
and number density of microcracks were stereologically measured. 
These data were utilized to calculate microcrack growth rate. 
Publication: 5; Presentations: 2,6 
(2) The creep experiments were completed. The stereological 
properties of creep cavities were measured as a function of time 
and applied stress. 
(3) The creep fracture surfaces were quantified. A simple 
quantitative test is developed to distinguish between the creep 
fracture surfaces and the tensile fracture surfaces. These 
observations are useful for failure analysis. 
Publication: No. 4; Presentation: No. 12 
(4) A series of fracture surfaces of low alloy AISI 4340 steel 
were generated by different types of tests (impact, tensile) on the 
samples having different microstructures. The fracture surfaces 
have been quantified by measuring fractal dimension, surface 
roughness, etc. The correlations of these fractographic data with 
the mechanical properties and fracture mechanisms are investigated. 
Publication: 2; Presentations: 4, 7, 9, 10, and 11 
RESEARCH PLAN FOR THE NEXT YEAR 
It is proposed to focus the research efforts on the following 
aspects during the third year of the project. 
( 1) Development of stereological procedures to calculate 
anisotropy of the lineal microstructural features from their 
projected images. The results should be useful to describe 
geometric anisotropy of dislocation lines. 
( 2) Applications of fractal plot, i.e. roughness vs. ruler length, 
to obtain quantitative spatial characteristics of the features 
observed by SEM fractography. 
( 3) Analysis of microstructural data obtained from the creep 
experiments. 
( 4) Further analysis of creep fracture and tensile fracture 
surfaces with the goal to generate additional information for 
failure analysis. 
(5) To complete the analysis of fractographic data on 4340 steel 
to obtain information concerning the fracture mechanisms. 
(6) Additional experimental work on fractography of 4340 steel and 
also on the thermal cycling and fatigue of metal-matrix composite. 
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SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PROJECT 
The basic objective of this research was to develop general, 
unbiased, efficient, and practical stereological and 
fractographic procedures for quantitative characterization of 
fracture surfaces and microstructural features in three 
dimensional space from the observations on the lower dimensional 
manifolds such as two dimensional sections and projections. These 
techniques were utilized to study the processes that govern the 
deformation and fracture of materials. The resulting information 
is useful to optimize the properties of the existing materials 
and for the development of new materials. As our stereological 
techniques are absolutely general, they are also applicable to 
biological structures. Some of the stereological methods 
developed during this project are being currently utilized by 
biologists to estimate length density of microvessels in brain, 
lengths of capillaries in heart, etc. The results of our research 
are reported in 17 technical publications, 10 conference 
presentations (6 invited papers), a theme lecture in 8th 
International congress for Stereology, two M.S., and one Ph.D. 
thesis. 
The basic components of this project were analytical 
theoretical work, computer simulations/calculations, and 
experimental measurements to demonstrate the utility of the new 
stereological and quantitative fractographic techniques. The 
experimental portion of the project involved study of creep 
fracture and creep damage in copper, fatigue crack closure in 
inconel-718, impact and tensile fracture surfaces of AISI 4340 
steel having different microstructure, and microcrack damage in 
thermally cycled metal matrix composite. We have developed new 
stereology based method for estimation of average growth rate of 
thermally induced microcracks in composite materials. A new 
method has been developed for estimation of length density of 
lineal features (e.g. dislocations) from projected images of 
foils of unknown and variable thickness. We have developed a 
general method for estimation of fractal dimension of anisotropic 
surfaces from profilometric data. These results are utilized to 
correlate fractal dimension to absorbed impact energy in AISI 
4340 steel. The stereological measurements were utilized to 
develop a model for cavity nucleation during creep of copper. The 
image analysis techniques have been developed to quantify spatial 





This project work concerns development of quantitative 
fractographic and microscopic techniques based on stereological 
principles, and applications of the new methods to the study of 
deformation and fracture of monolithic and composite materials to 
illustrate their utility and demonstrate their practical 
application. The results are useful for development of 
quantitative correlations of material microstructure to the 
operative deformation and fracture processes. The basic 
components of these research were analytical theoretical work, 
image analysis and software development, computer simulations and 
calculations, and experimental studies of fracture processes 
using ·the new quantitative techniques. The analytical theoretical 
research involved applications of stochaistic geometry, fractal 
geometry, and differential geometry to develop the techniques for 
the estimation of geometric attributes of nonplanar and rough 
fracture surfaces, and microstructures, in 3D space from the 
measurements performed on the random or design based 2D sections 
and projected images. The digital image profilometric techniques 
have been developed for acquiring the necessary data on fracture 
profiles. Computer simulations have been utilized to arrive at 
efficient sampling procedures for quantification of 
microstructures and fracture surfaces. 
Our research has contributed significantly to the 
development of quantitative fractography and design based 
stereology. The results are reported in 17 publications in 
archival technical journals and conference proceedings (list of 
publications is enclosed), two M.S., and one Ph.D. thesis. The 
following is a brief summary of this progress. 
(A) Analytical Theoretical Work: 
(i) A new stereological equation has been derived to estimate the 
length density of lineal microstructural features such as 
dislocation lines, fibers, etc. from the measurements performed 
on the projected images of foils (slices) of unknown and variable 
thickness (1); the same data also yields average foil thickness. 
A new concept of sampling with "horizontal slice 11 is developed to 
estimate the total number of lineal feature end points from 
projected images (2). 
(ii) A general and flexible procedure has been developed to 
calculate the evolution of bivariate size and shape (or 
orientation) distribution of particlesjvoidsjcavities;microcracks 
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during an evolution process, from modelled nucleation and growth 
kinetics of individual features (3). The development will be 
subsequently utilized to model the evolution of size and 
orientation distribution of microcracks and voids. A simple and 
general procedure is also developed to calculate individual 
bivariate particlejmicrocrack growth paths and growth rates from 
a series of experimentally measured bivariate distributions 
during an evolution process (3,4). 
(iii) A general stereological equation has been derived to 
estimate the fractal dimension of anisotropic fracture surfaces, 
where profile fractal dimension may vary with the orientation of 
the sectioning plane (5,6). 
(iv) A new fractographic parameter is defined to quantify the 
extent of overlaps (re-entrant regions) in fracture surfaces (7). 
These concepts are utilized to clearly distinguish between the 
topography of creep fracture and tensile fracture surfaces (6). 
(v) Some new methods of grain size measurement have been 
critically analyzed (8). 
(B) Computer Calculations and Simulations: 
(i) Extensive computer calculations and simulations have been 
carried out to identify efficient sampling schemes for reliable 
estimation of fracture profile roughness parameter (and hence 
fracture surface roughness) when the measurements are performed 
only on limited number of short profile segments rather than the 
whole profile (9). 
(ii) It is shown that sampling with ntrisector" yields reliable 
estimates of total microstructural surface area per unit volume. 
Three vertical sections mutually at an angle of 120 deg. and 
having a common zone axis (called vertical axis) contain 
sufficient information for a reliable estimation of the total 
surface area per unit volume in a microstructure having arbitrary 
and unknown anisotropy and geometry (10). The intersection 
counting on trisector planes must be performed by using design 
based cycloid shape test lines. The computer simulations were 
also utilized to examine the effect of misorientation of the 
trisector planes on the precision of estimated surface roughness 
(11), and total microstructural surface area per unit volume 
( 12) . 
(C) Feature Specific Digital Image Profilometry: 
Software has been developed to extract some feature specific 
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geometric information directly and automatically from set of 
(X,Y) coordinates of points that describe digitized fracture 
profile. Further work on feature specific Profilometry and the 
analysis of resulting data are a part of ongoing research. 
(D) Experimental Work: 
(i) Charpy impact tests and tensile tests were performed on a 
series of specimens of AISI 4340 steel having different hardness 
{produced by different tempering treatment) . The profilometric 
measurements clearly showed that the fractal dimension of impact 
fracture surfaces decreases systematically with the distance 
from the initial notch: the correlation between impact energy and 
fractal dimension thus depends on where on the fracture surface 
the measurements are performed. The impact energy does not 
correlate to the average fractal dimension, but it shows strong 
correlation with the fractal dimension of the region of impact 
fracture surface adjacent to the charpy notch (5,6). This 
resolves some contradicting observations reported in the 
literature. 
(ii) A new experimental technique is developed to estimate the 
average growth rate of microcracks in composites during the 
processes such as thermal cycling. The technique was applied to 
measure average growth rate of microcracks formed during thermal 
cycling of a metal matrix composite containing continuous alumina 
fibers distributed in the Al-Li alloy matrix (13). such data 
should be useful to model microcrack damage evolution in 
composites. 
(iii) The design based efficient stereological techniques were 
used to quantify evolution of population of cavities formed 
during high temperature creep of copper. The resulting 
stereological data were used to estimate cavity nucleation rate 
and growth rates (14). The fractographic measurements on the 
creep fracture surfaces were utilized to estimate extent of 
surface overlap and fractal dimension. It was shown that extent 
of fracture surface overlap can be used to distinguish between 
creep fracture and tensile fracture surfaces (6). 
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